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EXECUTIVE S:UMMARY

VOLUNTEERISM AND THE CHALLERGE OF THE NEW FEDERALISM

New York State gained an astounding $5 billion worth of volunteer
services from 6.6 million people in 1980. IU addition to,this remarkable effbrt,
the voluntary sector in the State received $10 billion in, contributions. In-
dividuals, as opposed to corporation& and foUndations, contributed an over-
whelming majority of this time and money. Volunteerism is a vibrant, very
significant $15 billion component of the, economy, and may well be a vital part of
the State's response to the evolving challenge that will confront our economy in
the 1980's.

As a result of the President's New rederalism proposal and of the
massive federal budget cuts that are being made to reduce the federal deficit,
New York could lose more than $4.5,billion in federal funding in the next two
years alone. An extremely large portion of this loss is concentrated in social
programs and the vital human services that they fund. The State's long-standing
tradition of providing a wide range of high quality human services will be
endangered by this loss. It also threatens to reverse the major strides that the
State has taken during the last'five years both to remove itself from the eco-
nomic malaise that it suffered during most of the 1970's and to dispel the image
that it has a poor business climate. The Empire State lias accomplished this feat
primarily by instituting a series of tax reductions that have saved taxpayers
over $2 billion annually and by broadly publicizing this fact.

These efforts have paid off. .New York is weathering the current
recession at least as well as most.other states. It is no longer losing ground
in its share of national nonagricultural employment and the State's unemployment
rate has dropped below that of the country as a whole. Its cost of living is not
rising as rapidly as id many parts of the United States. The State's population
has even begun to grow again. Any attempt to raise State taxes enough to coi-
pletely offset lost federal funds or io support all affected services could well
propel New York back into the downward economic spiral from which the State has
worked so hard to escape.

The challenge is clear. Will the State and its localities be able to
continue to offer the wide variety of high quality human services that.their
citizens have come to expect ,and rely upon? And if so, how will they carry the
new burden? Only three courses of action are possible:

diastically raise State and local taxes to offset the loss of
federal funds, a strategy that runs counter to allthe positive
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r actions the State has taken In its struggle to escape the
economic eclipse that has overshadowed it for a decade;

sevetely diminish the serviced previously funded with federal

Alailers, leaving -thany New Yorkers without the assistance that

they genuinely need; or

d evise a creative new strategy, which includes an expanded and
strengthened voluntary sector as a major component and that will

bolster vital services without excessive tax increases.

--

The third option provides the only viable choice for coping with the challenge

posed by the New Federalism.

VOLUNTEERISMHOW CAN IT HELP?
e

Before a new strategy can be devised, the potentials and limitations'of

volunteerism must be understood. The potential of volunteerism is staggering.

Even a modest inerease in the $15 billion that thevoluntary sector contributes

. to the State's eConomy, if effectively channeled towards meeting the challenge of

the New Federalism, could be a valuable boon to bolstering the affected'human,.

services in New York and its communities.

But are volunteers interested in donating their time and money to thede

.types of activities? The voluntary sector is already heavily committed to Work

that parallels' government efforts to deliver services in education and eulture,

health and rehabilitation, social welfare, justice, recreation and other human

services areas facing federal cuts. This indicates that State and local services

could definitely benefit from.a coordinated campaign to increase volunteer hours

and contributions in these arias. The challenge to New York,kate will'not be in

convincing people to volunteer or einancially support voluntary sectbr agencies,

but rather in getting them to.do more and enabling them to achieve-their greatest

possible effectiveness.

Realizing the huge potential that exists, President Reagan has proposed

that a new °spirit of volunteerism" help to meet the needs formerly addressed by

the deleted federal funds. To encourage the cultivation of this spirit, the tax

exemption on corporate charitable contributions was raised from five percent to

ten percent of pretax earnings and individual taxpayers will be allowed to deduct

charitable contributions from their unadjusted income even if they do not itemize

on their returns. , The President's Task Force on Private Sector Initiatives was

also established to investigate howjindividual, foundation and corporate philan-

throphy and volunteering coeld.be more effeCtively used.

Yet, even with the existing potential and these moves to stimulate it,

can the voluntary sector expand to help fill the developing void?' Critics raise

two very important points. The fitst is that some of the changes in the federal

tax laws enacted in the past two years may actually hinder charitable giving,

causing a loss of more than $18 billion by 1984. The second criticism questions

the view that corporate givipg and volunteerism can be increased to offset a

substantial portion of the budget cuts. While federal budget reductions immUnted

to $35 billion in 1982, all corporate giving in 1980 totalled $2.7 billion. To

expect that corporations will expand their giving by at least a tenfold increase,

Ii
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or that they will grant release time to larger numbers of paid employees for

Voluntary activities, eqecially in- .these recessionary times, is quite un-

realistic.

,How.eyer, by concentrating on the.corporate community, a vast majority
of'.the voltintary sector is being ignored. Individuals contributed nearly $40
billion in 1980, compared to the $2.7 bitlion given by corporationa and the $5.2
billion realized'through bequests and foundations. Much can be gained by encour-
aging and svimulating the ."spirit of volunteerism" in this vast group.

The Potential obviously, exists in New York State to utilize volunteer-
ism as a significant part of any effort to preserve State and local serviCes
endangered .by federal budget cuts. Not-to-drastic increases in the existing.
level ,of voluntary actiVi.ty and charitable giving by individuals could produce
several billion dollars worth of time and financial support to bolster human
serviceS in New YorkState. The basic willingness to get involved in volunteer
activities, and to contribute already exists. Therefore," propoSals for State
aelion to promote volunteerism and charitable contributions need only focus on
attaining greater participation and in effectively directing that additional
participation towards areas where it will do the most good, particularly in the'
delivery of human serviceS.

How can New York promote,this greater participation? A survey of the
local Voluntary Action Centers, involved in voluntaty activities in communities
all across the State, garnered 22 distinct suggestions. These were primarily
concerned with various tax breaks and incentives as well as the formation of a
State-directed effort to assist local agencies. and to promofe or publicize
volunteerism. A second survey, of the 25 states which had volunteer offices in
1981, added to the list of possible ways to promote and encourage volunteerism in

'New York State.

PROMOTING VOLUNTEERISM IN NEVV YORK STATE

Using many of the ,ideas generated, the Task Force on Critical Problems
developed five recommendations for State action that will enable the voluntary
sector to more effectively contribute to the delivery of human services in New

York. If adopted, 'these proposals will strengthen the voluntary sector by:

creating a State Office of Voluntary Citizen Participation that
would promote volunteerism statewide, provide training and other
technical services to local agencies and develop a statewide
resources data bank;

providing tax breaks for volunteers who donate significant
amounts of their time to State and community agencies as an

incentive for increased citizen participation;

increasing the volunteer mileage deduction rate from 9 cents per
mile to the business rate of 20 cents per mile to ease the
transportation cost barrier;

41, providing an income tax deduction for otherwise nonitemized
donations to encourage smaller donors to support charitable

agencies; and
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publicizing existing State benefits for volunteers
oughly to stimulate new individuals to enter th
sector to obtaiscwork experience and other useful

While, these reco endations do not cover every ac

promote volunteerism in'Ne York, as a group they provide t
significant means of,prese ing, and perhaps later exPanding,
services without radically increasing State or local expend

ientejhowards the individual volunteer.

State Office of Voluntary Citizen Participation
State Office of Voluntary Citizen Participation coul

York's voluntary sector through many creative approaches. S

SOVCP could:

create a computerized listing-of resources aviilable
State for meeting community and State agency needs;

more thor-
voluntary
dvantages.

ion that could
State with a

ndangered human
ures. Each is

strengthen New
cifically, the

across the

coordinate training for community service agencies,.dfawing upon
State government resourCes and private sector skills thich might
not be available in a given community;

meet ,with New York State employers to encourage

volunteering programs; :

promote volunteerism through a public relation

campaign;

promote greater use of volunteer§ within State
supplement or enrich existing programs; and

corporate

/publicity

encies to

encourage more volunteerism studies and activities at schools

and colleges in the State to strengthen the volunteer ethic
among Empire State students.

These are not the only services that a SOVCP could offer, butthey are important,

initial efforts thiv would Make the State office a valuable r source for the

Empire State.

Income Tax Deduction for Volunteer Service
The enactment of an income tax deduction for volunteer service, such as

that embodied in S. 8094-A (Pisani, 1982),'would serve as an enticement to
provide greater service and demonstrate that New York is serious in its efforts

to promote volunteerism. Similar in nature to the present deduction for chari-

table contributions, this measure would recognize that volunteers are giving
their time in service to others, just as donors contribute money to charitable

'causes. By setting standards for qualifying for the tax deduction and restric-

ting the types of organizations for which volunteer time credit coulete claimed,

it can be ensured that benefits to State and community public services will far

outweigh any lost tax revenues. The Senate has passed th.i.s type of miasure in
each of the last two years, but it has never been acted upon in the Assembly.
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Volunteer Mileag Deduction
In 1981, individual income tax payers were allowed to deduct 20 ?cents

per We on federal and State tax returns for the business use of their auto-
mohiles, while volunteers were only allowed to deduct 9 cents per mile. If.a

greater emphasis is to be placed on volunteerism for- the delivery of public

services, it is important to recognize that the same very real transportation
costs are involved in volunteering as in business. Pegging the volunteer mileage
deduction to the, business use deduction would provide a measure of equity and
declare that the State takes volunteerism seriously in'meeting the challenge of
the New Federalism. . .

Extending the Deduction for Charitable Contributions
Another proposal for promoting increased volunteerism in the Empire

State, especially amongst smeller donors, involves permitting taxpayers who take
the standard ,deduction instead of itemizing, to also deduct the amount of eligi-
ble charitable contributions when calculating their State income tax. This is an

attempt to stimulate a larger amount of charitable contributions and would
conform New York's tax law with a newly enacted federal provision. The Senate
has approved legislation each year since 1980 (the latest being S. 2455-A, Good-

Man, 1982) to institute this proposal in New York, but the Assembly has failed to

follow the lead.

Publicizing Existing Benefits for Volunteers
The final recommendation calls for a more coordinated effort-to pub-

liciie the benefits currently available to New Yorkers who volunteer and any
benefits that may be enacted in the future. State and l9.LijL seekers are
allowed to claim work experience for relevant, verifab4 volunteer Wdrk when

applying for Civil Service positions. Volunteers worki#g for,StateFapproved
programs also havaliorkers' CompensAtio on& j104,14ty co rage._ These benefits

have not been adequately promoted in the past, but by being publicized, they

could serve as a powerful tool in recruiting volunteers.

Are There Any Volunteers?
The combination of these tax benefits, the creation of. a SOVCP for NeW

York and the publicizing of existing benefits for volunteers offers a creative,

alternative strategy for offsetting the federal budget cuts. Increased volun-

teerism should not be expected to solve all ot. the problems created by the

federal cuts, as some reductions, for example, fall in areas not viable for

significant volunteer involvement.. However, it can be a major coMponent of the

plan for coping with the new fiscal realities. The elimination ofduplicated
services and a search for greater efficiency and cost effectiveness should not be

overlooked. Increasing the State's tax levy is not the answer because doing so
would return the Empire State to the downward economic spiral that would ulti-

mately affect government's ability to provide the public services that are

dependent uppn a healthy economy for their support. That leaves New York asking,

"Are there any volunteeKs?"

1 1
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INTRODUCTION 1

With the advent.of President Reagan's "New Federalism" and his multi-

billion dollar'federal budget cuts, the strategy of seeking and spending federal

money to salve state end local problems ,is losing much of its viability. For

better or worse, federal support for state and local programs will not be nearly

as available or as plentiful as it once was. New York, with at least $4.5
=

billion 'in federal budget reductions, le facing an- exceptionally difficult

challenge because the budget cuts are concentrated heav ily in the azoa of human

services.., This is one of the few areas where the State has enjoyed acomparative

alvaniage in lederal spending over the level bf federal taxes collected in the
. ,

State. That means New York will-have to make a greater effort to adjust to the

new federal-state relationships than will the average state. A new strate is

thus needed for solving the problems and providing the human services th ere

formerly underwritten by the federal government.

4,New York State esseiqially has three paths opW to it in its a empt to

cope with tho impact of the federial budget cuts. It can:

ir

raise State taxes to offset the federal budget cuts on a dollar- ,

for-dollar basit;

drastically cut the services previdusly funded with federal
dollars; or

develop a creative strategy that retains vital services without
levying major tax increases.

The first pathway seems, at first-giance, to be acceptable because New

YorkerS will be paying lower 'federal taxes. However, New YOrk is aemember Of a

vast "Common.Market" of 50 states, all of which can influonCe their economic

competitiVeness,with one another through their relative levels of taxation. If

New York drastically inCreased its taxes while other states refrained from doing

so, its OconoMy, could return to the downward economic spiral that griPpedthe



State thro4ghout much of the 1970's.

Slashing State and,1.ocal, services is likewise, not a viable proposal.

The sharvfederal budget reductibns provide an opportunity to. eliminate the

duplication of services and seek greater economy and efficieny Where they are

possible, hut too many proirams that fill vital needs cannot be eliminat*d

overnight without creating serious social and economic dislocations,-

Only the third alternative--developing a new means of retaining ser-
.

vices without imposing, burdensome. tax increases"offers New York State a real-
_

istic route for coping with the federal budget cuts. If ways can be found to

Continue vital services without increasing the tax levy, New York wil,1 be ahIe to'

meet'its citizens' needs without stifling the rebirth of ecdhomic competitiveness

that it is now experiencing. Increeed volunteerism has been proposed from the

local through the federal levels as one of the meang-lebr achieving this aim.

This rePort will asSess the potential of volunteerism to meet the challenge posed

by' the federal budget cuts and consider waYs of strengthening the, voluntary

sector so that it may assume a greater role in the delivery of human services.

This 'report is nbt, however, proposing .to replace State and local.

employees with volunteers. Volunteers prefer, avthe researchindicates, to help

other people directly, as their time and interests permit.).Conversely, govern-

ment has many assignments requiring regular,work hours and special training that
-

would not-appeal to volunteers because they involve administrative, cleridal

other support activities that are needed for, but are divorced from, the diret

provision of services. Some programs affected by the'federal budget cuts, such

0111

as highway construction,salso have little or no way of making significant use of

.volunteers. Volunteers can work ;iith,State and ldcal employees to develop and

implement new plans for State and,local Services, making important and valuable

contrabutions, but they will not be.able to supplant those eilployees.

This report will examine the volunteer as a potentially significant

component in a newcreative st*ategy that seeks to help people through people,

not through federal dollars alone. In its first Chapter, "The Challenge of the

New Federalism," it looks at the nature' Of President Reagan's;proposals for

transferring responsibilities for'some federal programs to the states and what

types of Services will be most stilfected'bY the recent and pending..federal,budget

cuts. "Escaping the Economic EClipse" will follow with a'discussion of Why New

York State cannot simply increase its own taxes to offset those federal cuts. It

contendi that enactment of any major. tax increase would weaken the State's

.economy and force even more- New Yorkerd to rely upon the public sector-for

2
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support. That, in turn, could lead to 'h new round of tax increases designed to

shore up those public, services that would further weakea its economy and put New

York State back on its downward economic spiral.

This report, will then advauce, in "The Nature of Volunteerism," to an

overview of the voluntary sector and a consideration of the sector's potential

for helping to sounterbalance the loss f State and local services inherent in

the federal budget cuts. Volunteerism may not be the sole answer to the dial-
.

lenges posed by the budget cuts, but increased volunteerism may provide part of

the means by which those chal1enges1 are overcome. In anticipation of volun-

teerism being at least part of thefanswer, the 'Task Force on Critical .Problems

undertook a survey df local Voluntary Action Centers in New York State to learn

ways that they, as voluniary sector planners and information clearintliouses,

believe the voluntary sector can be strengthened to assume an even more important

role in' the delivery Of State and local services. The'results of that survey are

reported in the chapter, "Local Agency Views On Promotlng Volunteerism."

The creation of a State Volunteerism Office was not only proposed by,

many of ,the Voluntery Action Centers responding to the, Task Force's survey, it

has also recently received serious cdnsideration by several State agencies and:

such offices have sesved as vehicles for strengthening the voluntary sectors in

other.states. The Task Force therefore surveyed state volunteer offices in those

states that have them to learn how they and .their states promote volunteerism.

The findings ofthat survey are detailed in "The Role of the Volunteer Office in

Other States." The following chapter, "Volunteers and New.York State Govern-
0%.

ment," outlines hOW three State agencies have made effective use of volunteers in

order to demonstrLte that volunteerism cantfill an important role in the delivery

of State and local services. In addition, the chapter Looks at existing Civil

Service benefits for volunteers and reviews earlier efforts to start a State

Volunteerism Office in.New York.

This report *concludes with five proposals for prOmoting volunteerism

and strengthening the voluntary sector that should enable volunteers to assume
k

even more responsibil.ities in the delfVery of New York'is State and local ser-.

vices. These proposals are based upon research wh' h indicates that volunteerism
,

'has the potential to help offset, in part, the federal budget cuts and the

resulting boss of human services to ew Yorke Further, these. proposals

Ifrecognize that New ,Ybrk State cannot af ord to b gin raising its taxes again

because that will once more weaken the economic base supporting public services.
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/THE CHALLENGE 0 THE 'NEW FEDERALISM

AN EVOLUTION IN STATE AND LOCAL SERVICES!

mr
Across*New York State public and commu ity leaders are recognrzing that

114 in vhich we have provided State an- local services must undergo an

evo

Wash

on if the services are to be retained. The Reagan Administration in

ton has begun what Will be for many states a painful transition from heavy

reliance upon federal funding to more dependence upon, and more effective utili-
,

zation of,,stlite and local resources. In return, state and local governments,

agencies andtloTganizations will recover greater latitude in finding solutions to

their problems; the reduction in federal aid will ostensibly be accompanied by a

gradual reduction in federal control.

This "New Federalism" poses a formidable challenge to the Empire State.

Nevi York needs to develop a strategy for retaining vital services without radi-

.tally/increasing its tax levy. Overburdened with higli State and local taxes, New

York experiented a piplonged economic downturn during t'he 1970's that saw it

suffer from a downward spiral of deeper and longer recessions, followed by weaker

recoveries, than those experienced"bythe nation as a whole. By some economic

measures, such as its higher unemployment rate and its 1970-80 population drop,

New York experienced absolute decline. By other measures, such as its factory

output, the State's decline was a relative one in comparison with the economic

performance of the rest of the country. However, 1Iew York initiated a remarkable

turnaround in 1977 when it began a series of tax-cutting measures that strength-

ened the State's position in the cOmpetition for business start-ups and expan-

sions, which are the primaryecomponents of employment growth.- The first signs

the Empire State's emergence from its "economic eclipse of the 1970's have

included a now lower-than-average unemployment rate and the reemergence of

population growth.

If New York were to start iking its tales drastically to com ensate

for federal aid cutbacks, the rec ntly broken, downward economic cycle could

reassert itself. Ultimately, with a\fleeing population, declining empIoym t and



a growing social services load, community-and public services would crumble due

to the inability of the State's taXpayers to support the increasing costs. Yet

New York State,,its local governments and its community agencies support services

vital to our economic and community health' which reqUire a vigorous economic

base for their continued existence. Imagine for a moment an "Empire State" that

did not care about its poor, Us mentallY handicapped or its physically disabled.

Students with learning disabilities' would not receive the help they need to

become productive citizens. With recreational programs and parks closed, more

youths would take to the streets. The handicapped would bd dumped upon the

State's communities without adequate supportive services. Health services would

be curtailed. Public social services programs would be overburdened due to the

withdrawal of private agencies from the complex network available to help those

in need. This scenario might come to pass if New York meet's the challenges posed

by the Reagan Administration's new view of federalism through the expediency of

drastically Faising taxes on a dollar-for-dollar- baSis: to offset the federal

budget cuts. I

But1 if that challenge is met with creative actions, New York's State

and local serViCes can be retained and even improved while cqntenuing the State's

economic pr4ress. It is crucial that those who develop alternatives to the

federal budg t cuts recognize how New York's State and local services, its

edbnomy and ts relative level of taxation are all interrelated. Action on any

one of the three can have significant impact upon the other two. Increased and

more effective use of volunteers has been suggested by the Reagan Administration,

as well as by others, as one approach to retaining those services that have been

adversely affected by thefederal budget reductions. As a first step in develop-

ing such a strategy, though, it will be useful to observe where the budget dUts

have been made and what magnitUdethey have. The location and magnitude ot the

"cdts can then be compared with the nature and magnitude of existing volunteerism

to determine if the voluntary sector possesses the potential for assisting with

the retention\y the endangered services.

THE SCOPE OF THE FEDERAL BUDGET CUTS

President Reagan's "New Feder ' and his ecOnomic policies involving

major federal taxation and budget cuts w 1 have dramatic effects upon New York

'State, its local governments, voluntary sector agencies and the State's citi-

zenry. In his January 26, 1982, State of the Union Address, the President



proposed a "swap" of responsibilities between state and federal governments, with

states assuming'full responsibility for the financing and operation of Aid to

Families with DOendent Children and the Food Stamp program while the federal

government would assume the entire cost and responsibility for Medicaid. Pre-

,dident Reagan's Vision of the "New Federalism" foresees a potential "turnback" of

127 separate categorical grants to the states with interim federal financial

support offered through a $28 billion per year erust fund to help states adjust

to- their new responsibilities. Certain federal excise taxes and the windfall,

profits oil tax would finance that trust fund, and, eventually, the federal

government would withdraw from,the ,exc,ise tax area, leaving it to the states as

.their funding resource for the-"enrnback" programs (1).

Theoretically', the "turnback" programs will be "tevenue neueral," with,

gains like the $2.3 billion that New York State should rearize from the Medicaid

iwapabeing balanced off by equar reductions in state support from the fedenal

excise tax trust fund (2). Calculations for the basic trlist fund support,

enough will be based upon each state's share of the fiscal year (FY) 1983
'

budget for the programs being turned back. In this respect, New York ought to be

a loser if the "New Federalise is'adopted as President Reagan has outlined it

because the State will be experiencing considerable reductions in human services

as a result of the FY 1982 and 1983 budgets. Table 1, which Iists the proposed

components of the "turnback" program, demonstrates how the "turnbacks are

heavily dominated by human services. The "New Federa4ise had not been a opted

as of September, 1982, and,Oresident Reagan has promised not to finali4e his

plans without first consulting state and local leaders to obtain their suivort.

However, if adopted in' anything near its initial outline, the "New Federalism"

would carry'considerable consequences for New York State in terms of curtailed

suppdrt.for State and local services. The key to this analysis is that NeW York

State is expected to experience substantial support reductions in human setvices

as a .result ot the FY 1982.and 1983 budget reductions, which are heavily rooted

in the human services area.

As plans lor the "New Federalism" were being generated, The Reagan

Administration embarked upon a taxation and budget-cutting process that was

designed to stimulate the national economy and balance the fedetal budget. In

February, 1982, the New York State Senate's Washington Office reported that, in
addition to the 35 billion in cuts made for FY 1982, the Reagan Administration

was seeking an additional $56 -billiter-inentit+ement revisions and cuts for FY
441,

9



Table 1

Components of President Reagan's "Turnback" Proposal (3)

Category/Program (# of Programs) - Types of Grants Made
in FY 1981

EDUCATION AND TRAINING (5)
Vocational Rehabilitation
Vocational add Adult Education
State Block Grants (ECIA Oh. 2)
CETA
WIN

5

13

23

8

1

55

INCOME ASSISTANCE (1)
Low Income Home Energy Assistance 1

SOCIAL, HEALTH AND NUTRITION SERVICES (18)
Child Nutrition . 4

Ch110 Welfare 1

Adoption Assistance 1

Foster Care 1

Runaway Youth 1

Child Abuse 1

Social Services Block Grant 2

Legal Services 1

Community Services Block Grant 8

Prevention Block.Grant a

Alcohol, Drug Abuse and Mental Health-Block Grant
Primary Care Block Grant
Maternal and Child Health Block Grant
Pridaiy Care Research.and Development
Blac-Lung,Clinics
Migrant Health Clinics
Family Planning
Women, Infants and Children (WIC)'

5

1

7

1

1

1

1

1

46

TRANSPORTATION (11)
Grants-in-Aid for Airports 2

Highways (6) 6

Appalachian Highways 1

Urban Mass Transit:
Construction
Operlting.

1

1

12

COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT AND FACILITIES (6)
Water and Sewer (2) 2

Community Facilities Loans 1

Community Development Block Grant
Urban Development Action Grants
Waste Water Treatment Grants

7

REVENUE SHARING AND TECHNICALASSISTANCE (2)
'OSHA State Grants 1

General Revenue Sharing 2

3
4

GRAND TOTALS:
'Programs
Grantsqlade in 1981

43
124

10
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1983' (4). As with the "turnbacks" envisioned in the "New Federalism," these will

be heavily weighted towards the human services area of the federal budget.

Governor Carey Convened a Task Force on the Federal Budget in 1981

which issued a.report on April 1, f982, that outlines the effects of the FY 1982

and 1983 budget cuts upcfn the citizens of New York State. The Governor's Task

Force determined that during 1982, "New,York State and local governments ,and

State residents, who are'beneficiaries of.federal aid and entitlemebt programs,

are expected to lose in excess of $2.2 billion, compared to 1981." (5) The

impact of President Reagan's proposed FY 1983 budget is expected to be an addi-

tional loss of $2.28 billion. These cuts will deeply affect the level and/or

quality of human services in New York State. The cuts during these two fiscal

years are anticipated to include, among the larger losses:

$180 million for elementary, secondary and continuing education;

$495 million for postsecondary education;

$20 million fok voc'ational rehabilitation;

$397 million for Comprehensive Employment and Training Act
programs;

$21 million in Senior Community Service Employment Program
funding;

$7 million in Job Corps opportunities;

up to $310 million in Medicaid health services support;

$46 million in Medicaid funds for mental retArdation services;

$59 million in Medicaid support for mental health services;

$37 million in Alcohol and Drug Abuse and Mental Health Services
Block Grant programs;

$8 million in Maternal and Child Health Block Grant support;

4
$3 million in funding for the State's eight Health SYstems
Agencies;

morlithan $100.milliop in Aid to Families with Dependent Chil-
dr4n;

$24 Million in Child Support Enforcement funding;

over $495 million in Food Imp benefits;

ii 2.



$61 million in Low Income Energy Assistance funds;

$16 million in payments to Supplemental Security Income recip-

ients in New York State;

$90 million in Social Services Block Grant funds;

$20 million in Child WelPere Block Grant funds;

$29 million in Older Americans Act programs; and

$21 million in Community Services Block Grant programling (6).

Other estimates support these figures. Senator Danieli P. Moynihan
'

(N.Y.), who has annually monitored the mpire State's share of'federal spending,

has stated that the State will bear 9.25 percent of the federal spending cuts-in

FY 1982, rising to 11.68 percent in fiscal 1986 (7), which are heavier than

averige burdens in light of New York's 7.75 percent share of the national popu-

lation in the 1980 Census. Budget aides for Mayor Edward I. Koch of New York

CitY have estimated the City's 1981-82 fiscal year losses at $190.2 million,

following initial cuts of $272.5 million (8). The City made up $193 million of
4

its initial losses through increased municipal spending, but.it does not appear

likely that it could offset much of the succeeding reductions.

It is logical to predict that.New York State will suffer a dispropor-

tionate Share of the federal budget cu,ts. Although the welfare swap proposed by

President Reagan in his 1982 tate of the Union Address may benefit the State

fiscally by having the federal government assume a program that is more costly

than the ona. -that it turns over to the State, the loss in proposed excise tax

trust fund support and the many areas where cuts have begn enacted or proposed

will see New York affected more adversely than most other states. The Iteagan

AdministrAtion's cuts appear to be directed more towards "social" spending than,

say, for defense or other "hatd" budget items. New York has fared better in its

share of spending by federal agencies providing such "social" services than it

has with agencies falling under the "hard" budget characterization. Table 2

supports this contention; New York has received relatively high shares of the

spending by agencies like the Departments of Health and Human Services and

Housing and Urban Development (HUD) and the Agencies ior International Develop-

ment and Environmental Protection while faring relatively poorly with the Depart-
,

ment of Defense. Different arguments can be made for,what constitutes a fair

share.of federal spending for the Empire State, but several figures provide a

reasonable guideline. With just under 7.8'percent of the national population

according to the 1980 Census, New York received 7.7 percent of total federal

12
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Table 2

New York State Percentage of Federal Agencies' Expenditures: 1969-80 (9)

Agencyor
Department 1980 1979 1978 1971 1976 1975 1974 1973

Agriculture 6.1 7.6 7.6 7.6 7.9 7.1 8.8 15.1
Commerce 8.6 6.1 9.2 11.6 10.4 12.5 9.2 10.6
Defense 5.3 5.1 5.4 5.7 5.0 5.9 5.1 6.5
Education 8.6
Energy 3.4 2.8
Health, Education
& Welfare *** 10.0 10.0 10.3 10.1 10.7 10.8 11.1
Heal,lh &Human
Ser171ces " 9%6
HousIng and Urban
Development 10.4 11.9 11.9 7.0 4.4 9.9 5.6 -9.9
Interior 1.2 1.4 1.4 1.0 0.9 1.0 1.1 1.3

Justice 7.2 7.0 8.0 9.2 7.6 7.8 8.0 8.1
_Labor 8.4 8.9 10.9. 7.6 9.7 9,1 9.3 8.8
Transportation 7.8 6.8 9.0 8.2 8.8 4.3 6.5 8.9
Treasury 10.1 10.4 10.6 11.8 39.2 37.8 37.7 35.4
..International

Development * * 0.4 44.8 40.3 24.5 24.0
Civil Service
Commission 6.9 6.8 7.2 7.5 8.1 8.7 9.5 10.1

Energy Research
& Development ** ** ** 4.4 5.6 5.6

Environmental
Protection 9.3 9.1 2.7 17.8 7.3 41.8 24.9 12.0

General Services 7.0 5.4 7.9 7.3 8.1 7.2 7.2 7.5

Home Loan Bank
Board 0.2
NASA 1.0 1.5 1.3 1.3 1.6 1.7 2.2 1.5

National Science
, Foundation 10.0
Postil Service 10.7 10.8 N.A. 11.0 11.0 11.2 11.3 11.5

Railroad Retire-
ment Board 5.7 5.8 5.9 6.0 6.1 6.2 6.3 6.5

Small Business 5.7 5.9 5.3
, TVA 8.3 12.6 N.A. 10.7 16.4 11.0 17.5 18.6
Veterans
Administration 7,0 7.1 7.5 7.4 7.1 7.1 7.4 7.5

All Agencies 7.7 7.9 8.1 8.6 11.3 11.3 11.6 12.0

*No longer a billion dollar agency
**Incorporated into the Energy Department

4972

9.8
10.4
6.6

11.6

9.8
0.8
8.6

10.5
4.2

41.6

18.2

11.6

12.5
741

1.6

12.9

6.5

16.5

.7.6
11.4

1971 1970 1969

7.7 7.1 6.3
9.0 12.3 20.0
6.8 6.5 f.0

11.0 10.7 11.5

9.7 9.4 7.7

0.7 3.0 1.7

8.6 8.5 7.6
9.2 6.1 11.6
5.0 5.5 5.9

41,4 40.0 42.0

17.3 23.1 27.0

11.6 12.4 12.4

11.5

7.1 7.8 8.7

4.3 8.4 9.8

N.A. 13.4 13.1,

6.5 6.6 6.7

21.8 18.7 20.3

7.7 7.9 6.8
11.4 11.2 10.9

***HEW was split into two agencips--the Departme t of Education and the Department of
Health and Haan Services

4
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spending in FY 1980 while contributing approximately 11.0 percent of the federal

1

government's revenues (10). As long as the Reagan Adminis ration's "New

Federalise concentrates on turning "social" programs back to - he states for

administration and -funding, New York will suffer more than mo Othei states.

Recogniiing that the Reagan Administration has advocated greater reliance upon

1
volunteerism in meeting 'the nation's "social" needs and that t has already

generated Considerable "social" budget cuts; New York confront an immediate

priority of developing a plan for adjusting to the "New Federalism "

DEVISING A NEW. STRATEGY

Now.that, it is recognized that the federal budget cu

significant impact upon the Empire:State, a strategy ought to b

will enable' New York to preserve its level and quality, of S

services without devastating its economy through radically incr

It is projected that New York State, its local governments and it

lose at least $4.5 billion in direct federal support due to the

s will have a

devised that

ate and local

ased taxation.,

citizens will

Y 1982 and FY

1983 budget reductions, A massive State, tax increase would be equired if New

asis. Federal

budget cuts of that projected magnitude, houlever, would mean major human services

program losses were the State to take no action at all, allowi programs and

services to lapse.

The following .chapter will review the factors that con

downward economic spiral experienced by the Empire State during'

explain why New-York must not follow the higher taxes route in

the federal cutbacks. A clear understanding of the adverse i

cessively high taxes have had on the State's economy will demons

creative strategy must be found for coping with the federal budge

York were to attempt to offset those cuts on'a dollar-for-dollar

14
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ESCAPING THE ECONOMIC'ECLIPSE
4

New York State has begun to emerge from the cycle of deeper recessions

and Wleaker recoveries than those experiended'by the nation aS a whole, that has

--gripped the Empire State's eConomy,,from thn 1960's through the 1970's. (1).. New

York experieiced higher unemployment#s,lower growth in, its factory output and a

declining share of the nation's- population and-nonagricultural employment.

Living cosus in New York Ci and Buffalo were exhibiting a similarly poor

performance, rising above the verage-for the United,Statts urban index. Not

every measure of economic performance-showed absolute declines for the State, bué
g

en inex after index New YOrk decIined-ielative to.the United Statesas

teadg to the description of its difficulties as an "nconomic eclipse.",Recent
, -

resear tablisheS a link'between the State's relative.ly high "taxes and that

eclipse. In view of that linkage, any strategy intolving major tax inpreases at

she'State,level to offset the federal budget cuts poses a tlear, threat to New

York's improving economy's. A brief discussion of New York's period.of ecosomIL

eclipse and the linkage between it and. the State's lhigh taxes will therefore be

- very- informative for those attempting to.devise a strategy for offsetting.the

federal cuts.

THE CYCLE OF DECLINE

Populatien Decline
.New Yoik's downturn hasbenn most obvious in the State's performance in

the .1080 Census. One of only two states to lose population during the 1970-80

decade, the Empire State experienced a net loss of 683,194 residents for /13.8,

percent Arop (2). The State's performance)was mirrOred by most of the rest of

the Northeast and the Midwest, where aggregate growth lagged behind that of the

South and West. Figure 1 illustrates that point; every state losing population

or growing more slowly than the national average was located in the "Frostbele,"

running from New England through the Great Plains. Only upper New England

17
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Figure 1

State iiopulation Patterns: 1970-80 (3),

1111
States With Declining
Population

, States With Growth Rates
Under National Average (11.4 per.

States With Growth Rates Above
NatIonal Average

Hawaii

escaped the Frostbelt trend by posting higher than ,average population growth.

Table 3' sftbws that the trend could even be seen 'before 1980, with ihe 1960-70

decade forMing the roots of the Frostbeft-Sunbdlt cleavage. N.! York exhibited

the weakest popUlation performance during 1970-80 after Ociating a groWth rate

barely out of the bottom third during the 1960's.

. ,
Drop in NonagriCulturai Employinent a;c1 Factory Output GrOlkh

Paielleling the State's population decline hai been a drop in *New

York's share of national nonagricultural employmefit. From 1960 through 1979, the

State experienced a continuously downward march in its share of that employment,

as Figure 2 illustrates. The State's nonagricultural employment, suffered ari

absOlute decline from 1909 plrough 1976, *as well as a relative detline, falling

froull an annual averitge of 7,182,000"in the fOrmer year to 6,790,000 seven years.

latee(4). Unemployment in New York meanwhile overtook the national,average rate

in 1971, with the State's comparative disadvantase reaching its peak in 1976 (as

seen* in Figure 3). FigUre 4, teVeals further weaknesa ,in the EMpire State's

economy; showing,how, using.1967 as a base, factory outputverowth in the State

1agied behind national induatrial production increases. Eerie, the gap attained

its widest poin't in 1979.

t
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Table 3

Populations of the States:

Population

1960-80 (5)

State 1980
(000k

19701 1960
Percent Change

1970-80 1960-70

Alabama 3,890 3,444 3,267 12.9 5.4
Alaska 400 302 " 226 32.4 33.6
Arizona 2,718 1,772 1,302 53.1 36.1
Arkansas. 2,286 1,923 1,786 18.8 7.7,
California ' 23,669 19,971 15,717 18.5 27.0
Colorado 2,889 2,207 1,754 30.7 25.8
Connecticut 3,108 3,032 2,535 2.5 19.6
Delaware 595 548 446 8.6 22.8
District of

Columbia 638 757 764 -15.7 -1.0
Florida 9,740 6,789 4,952 43.4 37.1
Georgia 5,464 4,590 3,943 19.1 16.4
HaWaii 965 770 633 25.3 21.7
Idaho 944 713 667 --141.14 6.9
Illinois 11,418 11,114 10,081 2.8 10.2
Indiana 5,490 5,194 4,662 11.4
Iowa 2%913 2,825 2,758 2.4
Kansas 2,363 2,249 2,179 5.1 , 3.2
Kentucky 3,661 3,219 3,038 137 . 6.0'

Louisiana 4,404 3,643, 3,257- 15.3 ' 11.9
Maine 1,125: 994 969 11 2 , 2.5

3,922 3,101 7.5 \ 26.5Maryland 4,216
Massachusetts 5,737 5,689 5,149 0.8 , .10.5
Michigan 9,258 8,875 7,823 4.2 .'13.4
Minnesota 4,077 3,805 3,414 7.1 ! 11.5
Missiisippi 2,521 2,217 2,178 13.7 f--1.8
Missouri 4,917 ,4,677 4,320 5.1 8.3
Montana 787 694 675 13.3 4 2.9
Nebraska 1,570. 1,484 1-,411 5.7 5.1
Nevada 799 .4a9 285 63.5 71.3
New Hampshire 921 738 607 24.8 21,5
New Jersey 7,364 7,168 6,067 2.7 18.2
New Mexico 1,300 1,016 951 27.8 6.8
New York 17,557 18,241 16,782 .3.8 8.7
North Carolina 5,874 5,082 4,556 .15.5 11.5
North Dakota. 653 618 632 5.6 -2.3
Ohio 10,797 10,652 9,/706 1.3 9.7
Oklahoma 3,025 ,-2,559 2;328 18.2 9.9
Oregon 2,633 2,091 4769 25.9 18.2
Pennsylvania 11,867 11,794 11,319 0:6 4.2
Rhode Island 947 950 859 -0.3 10.5
South Carolina 3,119 2,591 2,383 20.4 8.7
South Dakota 690 666 681 3.6 -2.1
Tennessee 4,591 3,924 3,567 (.. 16.9 10.0
Texas 14,228 11,197 9,580 27.1 16.9
Utah 1,461 1,059 891 37.9 18.9
Vermont 511 445' 390 15.0 14.1
Virginia 5,346 4,648 3,967 14.9 17.2
Washington . 4,130 3,409 24853 21.0 19.5,
West Virginia 1,950 1,744 1,860 11.8 -6.2
Wisconsin 4,705 4,418 3,952 6.5 11.8
Wyoming 471 332 49 41.6 0.7

U.S. Total 226,-505 , 203,302 179,323 11.4 13.3
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Figure 2

The Decline of Now York State'SShalecif-Nonagriculturat
Employment: 1960-80 (6)
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Figure 3

New York State and National Unemployment Rates: 1970-81 (7)
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Figure 4

U.S. Industrial PrOdtiction Compared with New York State
Factory butput: 1970-80 (8)
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Cost of Living
Cost-6f-living data has likewise shown a competitive disadvantage for

New York State. A comparison of the New York City-Northeastern New Jersey index

with the United States City Average, represented in Figure 5, uncovers a higher

rate of inflation in metropolitan New York for the late 1960's through the

mid-1970's. That higher rate has meant higher living costs, which in turn compel

New York employers to pay the higher salaries which tend to lessen their competi-

tiveness. Table 4 illustrates how the inflation rate has affected living costs

for lower, intermediaie and higher family living standards, or budgets, in major

Ameriein cities including New York and Buffalo.. Only at the lower budget level

does Buffalo have any advantage over the national urban average; New York City

has no advantage at all% Remembering that company executives at the higher

budget levels are generally the ones Oho make the locational decisions, the

impact of the cost-of-living figures can be easily seen.
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Figure 5

Cost-of-Living Index for New York City-Northeastern
New Jersey and the U.S. City Average: 1967-81 (9)
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Table 4

Four-Member Family Budgets by Living Standard
Level in Selected Metropolitan Areas: Autumn, 1980 (10).

Area

Lower
Budget

Intermediate
Budget

Higher
' Budget

Boston, MA $15,076 $27,029, $41,306

Buffalo, NY 13,596 23,995 35,378

New York, Northeast NJ 14,393 26,149 42,736

Philadelphia, PA 14,366 24,164 35,895

Chicago, IL 14,303 23,387 34,198

Detroit, MI 13,939 23168 34,268

Atlanta, GA 13,082 21,131 31,229

Houston, TX 13,519 21,572 . 31,519

Washington, DC-MD-VA 15,392 25,203 37,398

Denver, CO 13,821 22,813 33,607

Los Angeles-Longbeach, CA 15,172 22,500 34,124

Seattle-Everett, WA 15,684 23,392 33,524

Honolulu, HI 18,480 28,488 44,396

Urban U.S. 14,044 23,134 34,409

NYC exceeds U.S. by 2.49% 15.63% 24.20%

Buffalo trails/exceeds U.S. by -3.19% 3.72% 2.82%

-



High Taxes ancl Poor Business.Ch ats
One of the'primary causs behind New York's economic difficulties has

been the State's high taxes. In the New York State Senate Task Force on Critical

,Problem's 1981 report, The Economic Eclipse of New"York State, it was shown how.

recent research has linked the Empire State's relative.decline to its taxes (11).

New York has been, and still is, a high tax state. Th Tax Foundation reports

thatits per capi.k. taxes were the second highest in the iation in 1980 at $1,495

(12). High ta*es have followed a roughly regional cleav ge, with the Northeast,

manufacturing Midwest and the West Coast generally having the highest per capita

tax levies and the South having the lowest (see Figure 6).

New York'S business image has suffered accordingly from the State's

high taxes.' The 1979 and 1980 rankings pu lished by the Conference of State

Manufacturers' Associations (COSMA), which cefined business climate "as the as-

pect of the business climste directly contr llable by the actions of the state

Western
Medicm
$990

Figure 6

State Per Capita Taxes: Fiscal 1960 (13)

Alaska

Midwestern
Median $945

Hawaii

U Top Third, Per Capita
Tax States

Bottom Third. Per Capita
Tax States
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governments' and for which ceedible data were available, ranked New York 46th

among the 48 continental states (14). With a heavy emphasis upon taxes and

*spending in its overall rankings; as can be observed in Table 5, the COSMA

studies found New York ranked dead last in both years on state and local taxes,

amount of state debt per capita and state spending per capita. New York's

ranking fell to 47th in the 1981 edition. of the COSMA study, but the study's

methodology that year changed significantly from ,the two prior reports. Some

caution is needed in interpreting the COSMA results because the data used for the

survey factors subject to considerable, time lags in compilation (generally

\
Table 5

,

Li ,
Rankings of Business Climate Factors in New York State

< (of the 48 continental *states). (15)
i

19801

NYS RANK

Factor

OVERALL BUSINESS CLIMATE 46 46

Percent of *Or force unionized 46 46

Energy cost per million BTU's 40 40

Average weekly manufacturing wage 20 22

Man-hours iost per worker due to work stoppages (strikes) 21 14

State and iocal tax per capita 48 48

Viability of state unemployment compensation trust fund 28 37

Percent change in energy cost per million BTU's (1971-76) 5 Not used

Vocational education spending per capita 7 4

Percent change in suite'and local taxes per capita 33 2

Private pollution abatement expenditures as compared to value
of industrial shipments 13 13

Unemployment compensation benefits paid per covered worker 41 45

Private pollution abatement expenditures per capita 14 , 14

,Percentchange in per capita state debt (1976-77 over 1971-72) 31 Not used

Workmen's Compensation insurance rate per $100 of payroll on
manufacturing occupations 41 26

State spending versus state Income growth 39 2

Maximum benefit tor temporary/total disability under Workmen's
Compensation 16 33

Amount Of 'State debt per capita 48 40

State spending per capita 48 48

Percentage change in state and local taxes per capita (1977-78
over 1976-77) . Not used 2

T1

Percentage change in avirage weekly manufacturing wage Not used 33

,
State disburseients for highways per highwaY mile Not used

, 6
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. %
one or two years), so the picture portrayed by the 1979 and 1980 studies really

represents conditions in-1977-78. The COSMA results, though, are supported by

a 1975-76 study conducted by Professor Felician F. Foltman of the New York State

School of Industrial and Labor Relations at Cornell University (16). Of the 58

factors ranked by over 300 business leaders according to their effect -upon the

State's business'climate, nine of the 20 items receiving the highest negative

ratings in Foltman's study were concerned with' the level of State taxes (17).

Components of the Employment Decline

In terms of employment, New York State was not hurt by the outmigration

of firms, nor even by an extraordinarily high death or contraction rate of

existing firms, but rather by an abnormally -low birth rate for new firms.

The Job Generation Process, by David L. Birch of the Massachusetts Institute of

Technology' Program on Neighborhood and Regional Decline, discovered that there

is a tremendous amount of employment change, even over a mai or three-year

period, and that the primary difference between the states with Strong employment

growth and those that performed poorly has been the result of higher expansion

and new firm birth rates among the former states (18). While New York's percent-

age of Jobs affected by_firm deaths has not been out of line with other states,

'its birth rate of new firms has presented a consistently weak picture (19).

Expansion and contraction rates produce much smaller variations, but

New Yol has earned a small positive advantage from the data available (20).

Inmigrations and outmigrations have uniformly produced very minor changes on the

overall employment pictures of each state (20. However, The Job Generation

Process did discover a noticeable amount of national firm migration from NeF-York

City and the District-of Columbia.to their suburban environs (22). Overall, the

Birch study indicates that much more can be accomplished by concentrating more

upon new firm births and expansions of existing firms than_upon luring facilities

away from other states; the pool of firms migrating is very limited, and the

coMpetition for them is very fierce.

Birch discovered two other points that are relevant to economic devel-

opment strategies. He found that 60 percent of all new jobs in the United States

were generated by firms with 20 ot fewer employees and that large firms (Fortune

500) generated less than 15 percent of all new jobs (23). Any strategy seeking

to strengthen New York's economy thus ought to recognize the importance of the

State's large number of small firms. Birch was emphatic abolit the importance of
,

sucii firms in the economy:
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Small firms, despite their difficulties ih obtaining capital and

their inherently.higher death rates are still, on th# balance, the

major generators of new jobs in,Our economy and, irkslower growing

areas, the only significant prOvider. Any economic development

policy aimed at stimulating job growth'must come to grips with

this ,reality. It is not the relatively.few large companies, about

which we hear so'much in the press, that are bringing stability to

older areas. It is the thousands of anonymous smaller firms that

are carrying all the burden in the older sections 'of our country--

and the lion's share in the growing areas as well (24).

High Taxes and economic Performance
High taxes have had a very strong influence upon New York's and other,

similar states' economic performances, but not in the way initially expected. In

1978, Robert J. Genetski and Young D. Chin of Chicago's Harris Bank discovered-

"an extremely strong relationship between relative tax'changes amohg the states

and subsequent.economic development." (25) Although,s6me analysts have equated

high taxes with low growth, Genetski and Chin found that:

between 1969 and 1976'the relative ecOnomic growth'achieved by a

state was not directly relatied to its average state and local

tax burden;

only about 25 percent of the variation in economic growth can 'be

explained 'by changes in the states' relative tax burdens; and

ipproximately 60 percent of the variation in giowth rates can be

egplained by changes in the states' relative tax burdens if a

three-yea
i

lag in measuring growth is allowed to occur following

a tax cha ges

The graph of their findings on he time-lag relationship, reproduced in Figure 7,

indicates that "for every one percent increase 4n a state's ,relative tax burden

growth Over the period analyzed, relative income growth declines by approximately

one-half percent." (26), This time-lag measurement technique is a logical one to

use because it,allows time for the dissemination of information about a state's

tax climate.. Business decisions are not made or implemented instantaneously. A

considerable 4nterVa1 can elapse between the time a decision is made to start,

relocate or expand a business, the selection of the site, and the inception of

business activity at the site. SeVeral years may easily elapse before a decision

is translated into econom c growth. 4

Genetski and in's findings suggest that businessmen make decisiols

based upon tax trends. Growth would not show a positive relationship vfith
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Figure 7

Relative Economic Growth and Changes in State Tax Burden
(With-3-year time lag to allow for the hill effect of a tax

burden cha'nge on personal income) (27)
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absolute tax l'evels because Western states, which have high,growt

high tax rates. Those high rates were undoubtedly necessitated by

provide services for the initial influx of businesses and new res

ever, once theOiblic infrastructure--including roads, water and sew

schools and hospitals--was in place, tax rates would not have to cli

ly. Meanwhile, the Northeast has been replacing a deteriorated

while.it has been providing a high level of human services. If New

drastically raise its taxes to offset the federal budget cuts, it

more economic difficulties within several years.

,rates, have

the need to

dents. How-
.,

ge projects,

b as rapid-

restructure

York were to

could expect

EFFORTS TO IMPROVE NEW YORK'S BUSINESS CLIMATE \

Action taken to improve the State's economy requires legislation that

'is broad-based in its impact. Birch's'research shows that smaller, independent.

firms are the ones most responsible for.job creation. Job creation incentives

may have value in retaining or attr nt.larger firms, which can have a signif

icant impact within a specific community, 'but the State is not equipped to

administer a series of programsthat reach every employer dr potential rilployer
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in New York. Simultaneously, Many businesses are too small or lack the expertise

to take advantage of the State's incentive programs. That leaves tax cuts as the

State's primary tool in reaching the broadest base of employers.

.

Following the recognitiOn of New York's economic problems in the middle

of.the decade, the State Senate successfully led tax reduction efforts aimed at

stimulating the State's economy. The Senate initiated serious, majoi tax, re-

duction efforts, in 1976 with its passage 'of S. 9286 (the Anderson-Duryea Tax

Relief Bill) which would have increased tht investment tax dredit, eliminated

the sales tax on manufacturing expenditures and authorized a three percent tax

credit for all imcome tax payers. That 1976 effort was held up because the

Assembly did nOt act on the reductions, but 1977 through 1979 witnessed the

enactment of a series of personal and business tax reductions worth over $2

billion annually by 1981, when most of the measures were fully effective.

Additional strides, valued at $330 million'in, tax savings when fully

effective were taken in 1981, including an increase in the personal exemption

to $800, an increase in the standard deduction by $100 per category and an in-__

crease and expansion of the investment tax credit. Although some fees were in-

creased by the State in 1982, the burden Of the March prepayment of sales taxes

by vendois was eased by restricting it to just the State's4 share of the tax.

With these tax reductions enacted beginning in 1977, New York can now boast of,

a balanced mix of incentives and tax cuts that have apparently begun toi restore

the State's econOmic competitiveness.

EMERGING FROM THE ECONOMIt ECLIPSE

.

New York's tax cuts have begUn to have a positive impact uPon the

State's economy: Referring, for eiample, back to Figure 2, New York ia.no longer

losing ground in its share of nationaliponagricultural employment; the data for

1980 show that the State held even in ihat measure of economic Imslth. New York

has simultaneously shown significant relative improvement in its unemployment

rate. Although the Empire State's annual rate for 1981 nosed ahead of its 1980

iigure, the national rate rose to equal New York's. Monthly unemployment data

for 1981 and 1982, displayed in Fiore 8, show how New York State has reversed

the gap between its unemployment rate and the national average. That'reversal of

the gap between the State's and the national rates--which was over two percentage

points to the State's detriment in 1176--indicates that New York's**.economy is

becoming stronger relative to other states since it is now'weathering economic'
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Figure 8

"New York State and National Unemploy nt 'Rate
January, 1981-July, 1982 (28)
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downtusns as well as the na4ion as a whole, rather than s\uffering them more

severely. Figure 4 shows changes in New York's factory Output paralleling

changes in national industrial production while metropoliian Mew. York City con-

iinues to fare better in its cost-of-living increases, a tri4c1 which began in

the, kate 1970's as Figure 5 demonstrates. Even though absolut living costs are

higher in the metropolitan New York City area than the urban U ited States as a

whole, the budget level figures displayed in Table 4 saw small r percentage in-

creases over the comparable 1979 data for New York than for ma y other cities.

The Empire State has even,begun to show renewed population grow h since the 1980

tensus. Figure 9 shows New York with a modest growth rate whi e some formerly

growing states (mostly in the Midwest) are now experiencing de line. New York

ranks 42nd for the 15-month period with a 0.3 perc,int increas , but only the

District of Columbia posted a poorer perfor ance $n the 1980 Cens s.

Raising taxes to offset federaa s nding cuts could b disastrous for

New York State's growing competitiveness. Other tates,.accordi

1982 New York Times survey,

(29). That survey 'reports

legislatures were convening

arc generally not planning to incre

that'of the'39, states, including

in Jinuary, 1982, "No state is plan

g to a january,

se their levies

eW York, whdie

ing to increase
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Figure 9

State Population Changes: April 1, 1980-July 1, 1981 (39)

_Population Decline
mig

1111 Growth Exceedlng National
On Average 1.2 per Hawaii

.i

Ej Population Gain Under National
Avetage 1.2per.

spending to make up for all the Federal cuts, and most states are making few

moves to offset the effecti on the poor." (31) Even oil-rich states such us

Oklahoma and touIsiana were not planning to pick up the slack in the federal

programs affected by the Reagan Administration's budget trimming. If New York

were to make up the federallcults through increasd4c;ending while retaining the

level oflunding for the States 'own programs, it would have to drastically in-
,

crease State taxes, undoubted y to the extent of wiping out all of its own tax-

cutting gains achieved since i917.

et there are those in sincere need who will be adversely impacted by

the federal cuts. Attempting to help those who have been affected by the federal

spending reductions is in keeping with the Empire State's tradition of humani-
,

,

tarian concern for its residents. At this juncture, New York has at least one

4
potentially successful approich,available'in order to retain the community ser-

vices affected by the federal budget cuts without destroying'its recent economic

progress and placing more New Yorkers in dependence upon already strained public

assistance. That strategy is based upon strengthening the voluntary sector so

that it carries a larger sharcof the responsibility for the delivery of State



and local services. Strengthening the voluntary sector, at minithal cost to the

St'/A-e, will permit'New York to retain iti own programs while providing an "safety

mit" for individuals and communities adversely affected by the federal cuts..

Xhiskrewrt will investigate ways to accomplish this purpose, remaining mindful

that New York cannot afford to return to the cycle of deeper recessions and
*
wilAker recoveries that plagued.its,economy oVer the past decade The following

chapter starts?-that-investigation. with an examination of the nature.'Cof volun-

teerism' in oker to determine' the magnitude of the voluntary ,sectoc and to

pinpoint elements of the general population 'among wh ch, volunteerism could be

increased. SI

4

4
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THE-NATURE OFVOWNTEERISM

DEF IN ING VOLUNTEER ISM

The term "volunteerism" encompasses a very broad scope. Ist its broad-
.

est sense, volunteerism includes aractivity for which compensation is not

1
received. It can include lay work lin one ; s church, refereeing amateur sports,

shoppixig for a housebound neighbor, managing a multimillion-dollar comtunity

program or serving on a neighborhood coUncil. The performance of a service

without pay is the unifiring concept to volunteerism in its general sense. One

need not even "volunteer" to providethe service; individuals who,gre recruited

to perfori a service without compensation,are also considered Volunteers.

.When discussing ways of retaining or expanding State and local services"

threatened ,by, federal budget cuts, however, a more restricted definition of

volunteerism is required. Volunteer work in its broadest sense does not have to

be organized or provided on a regular basis to benefit a commtinity, but-if

existing services are to be retained or newones initiated, regularity becomes'

important. Meal programs, for example, cannot be provided on a haphazard basis

,for those who rely upon them for -crucial sustenance. To fill a more.significant

role in ihe delivery of State and local services, volunteerism must accept some

form of regularization to ensure the continuqy of these servicesA, Sertain
-

concepts thus need to be included in the definition of voluntary service for the

-.purposes of this report.

The activity must provide a service of benefit to persons other.
the!) the individual performing it and his or her immediate
family.

The activity must not provide compensation other than for

expenses incurred.

The activity must be performed for an organized entity that
4 maintains records of volunteers"services.

The activity muit be performed on a regular basis to assure the
uninterrupted flow of services.
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The third and fourth'concepts are vital to the definitiOn. Volunteers

cannot always provide their serv,ices on a regular, day-to-day basis. Some

mechanism is needed to balance out the availability of volunteers, scheduling

their efforts so that gapdo not occur4Anlhe provisionAAAtal servisgs that

may in.the future depend upon volunteers for their continuation. At the same

time, such Aarganization would benefit the volunteers involved by ensuring that

accurate records are kept of their efforts, thereby qualifying those volunteers

for special benefits. Although this report does not advocate tightly organizing

all voluntary activities, it does recognize that those activities attempting to

make significant contributions to the provision of State and local servides must

accept a sufficient enough degree of organization and administration to guarantee

reliability.

EVOLVING NATURE OF VOLUNTEERISM

The nature of voIUnteerism has evolved over the course of United States

history. Some of its themes, such as lay involvement in American. religious

institutions, have had long traditions while others, such as membership,in

service clubs, have arisen more. recently: Early in American history, volun-

,

teerism was. not an organiied activity except for the militia. It consisted

primarily of helping one's neighbors with activities like barn:-raising and mail

delivery, for whic one could expect similar assistance-when needed. Nolun-

teerism was much mo e a means of coping with work that required many,hands in a

primarily rural set ing than a social or political force (1).

Soon after America gained its independence, the nature of volunteeriSm

underwent an evolution thit gradually Ied to its modern forM. That evolution

began with the expanding .electorate's involvement in.pOlitical issues. Aboli-

tion, agrarianism, temperance and women's suffrage are among ,the issues that

brought volunteers and activists into the political arena and changed American

society. Following the Anvil War, economic iisues broughCP-neW Wavg-Of

tary activity with the rise of the union movement. As American society became

more urbanized and industrialized; volunteerism expanded into a social activism

that attempted to improve living conditions and build a'more idealistic society.

Volunteerism went through another evolution after World War I with the growth of

business and civic organizations, among them the Chamber of Commerce. Volun-

teerism research has indicated that 75 percent of all national associati ns were



founded after 1900, with nearly All sociability-based groups being established by

1920 (2).

Recent highlights in the history of volunteerism provide an apprecia-

tion_of tile.complex naturq,40..the modern.voluntary sector. -As-the- paited States

assumed a mantle of world leadership in the post-World War II era, 'its citizenry

immersed itself in,a wave of volunteer activities that included:

, 0

social actiyism on behalf of civil rights and economic improve-
ment;

political activiSm in support of causes like the anti-War
movement of the 1960's and 1970's;

civic involvement through Kiwanis, Rotary, the League of Women
Voters and numerous other groups; and

support fox health7oriented organizationg like 'the Red Cross and
,the NUsbular DystrOphy-Association.

Even social and fraternal organizations took on a more service-minded view,

sponsoring children's hospitals, homes for the, aged and youth sports activ,ities.

President John F. Kennedy utheked ink& new age during.his brief Administration

with the institutiohalization of voluntebiism through government agencies. 4he

Peace Corps,lbegun in 1961, led to government promoted and supported volunteerism

that sought to.meet the federal social agenda. VISTA (Volunteers in Service to

America) in 1966 and ACTION in 1971were aMong the new federal agencies.oriented

toward the voluntary sector that followeCin the Peace Corps' basic mold. This

institutionalization of volunteerism recognized the tremendous potential for

public and community service,inherent in the voluntary sector and, most _impor-

tantly, it points the way toward a new step in the evolution of volunteerism.

Although this is a greatly simplified and condensed review, the evolutionary

process that modified volunteerism grafted'on new outlets for volunteer activity

XAther-theh-dispfacidg aTóimr OUtlet- with a new one.

E*TENT OF VOLONTEERISM

--Volunteering and Its Value
' Volunteerism has become "big business" in the United States today, with

thousands of options for individual involvement through organized programs as

well as informal, unstructured activities. Although many Americans admit to
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"helping out" on occasion with different religious or civic activities, the

tremendous impact of volunteers in the aggregate is often overlookiatClasing its

calculations upon s rvey data that it commissioned from the Gallup Organization,

Iftependent Sectors an oftanftation formed by the,National Coun01 on Philan-

.

thropy and the .Coa ition of National Voluntary Organizations to preserve and

encourage giving, volunteering and the general not-for-profit initis ive, esti-

mated that 84 million Americans volunteered $64.5 billion worth of tJr time in

a one-year span running from March, 1980 through March, 1981 (3). Other,

earlier studies have found consistently high levels of voluntary'involvement,
4

lending support to ttie Gallup=Independent Sector findings and the cOnclusion that

volunteerism is not a transient phenomenon in Americah society. The National

Centerfor Voluntary Action, for example, estimated that 50 to 60 million people

were members of volunteer groups in 1974 (4), while an April,,1974 Census 8ureau

survey indicated that 37 million Americans were volunteering nationwide (5).

The American Association of Fund-Raising Counsel meanwhile found that nearly 70

million Americans gave some of their time to help more than 500,000 tax-exempt

groups in the early 1970's (6)-and a 1967 investigation yielded the figurt of

76.5 million adult volunteers (7). Another mid-1960's study estimated the value
-

of Volunteer services eft $15.6 billion, on the basis that the average household

gave 87 hours of *its time to volunteer work in 1964 (8): Although that 1964'

figure is,considerably lower than Independent Sector's $64.5 billion, close to

half of the difference can:be accounted for by inflation and gains in real income

oVer the 17 years between the two studie' data bases. Differences in method-.

ologies, such as the manner in which "volunteering" ig,defined and the' varying

dollar per hour valuations placed upon volunteer services, have also contributed

tothevarianceintheresults obtained by the volunteerism studies cited.
4

However, it ,is, reasonal4e to conclude that Americans volunteer in overwhelming

numbers and that the voluntary sector deserves serious attention. Prorating the

IndeOendent Sector's calculation of the value of volunteer services on the basis

of Net4 Yorle:s Shiro of lx,e- toterl--190.-itatioTralt.:vorsl-attehr,"
gained an astounding $5.0ibillion worth of volunteer serVices from its citizenry

dtring that .12-month span, Thus, even.a modest percentage increase in those'

services, .effectively channeled and directed, could be AL.valuable boon to .the

State And its communities. Table 6 reproduces; in summary, the calculations made'

'by Independent Sector to determine-the value of volunteer services. Although the

figures, such as the usS of median income per hour for various educational
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Table 6

Independent Sector's Calculation of the
Value of Volunteer Services (9)

Percent
of Volun-

Survey Subgroup teers
Number of

Volunteers

Volunteer
Hours/
Year*

Median
Income/
Hour

Value of
Services
(thousands)

Teenagers (14-17,
both-sexes)

100 . 7,682,000 86
(est.)

$3.35 $ 2,223,478

Men over 17
Grade School Education 8 2,872,000 38 6.30 687,556
.High School Education 44 15,796,000 48 8.98 6,809,138
Post High School Education 48 17,233,000 121 1148 21,520,977,

Subtotal 100 35,902,000 31,017,611

Women over 17,
Grade School Education 8 3,239,000 30 3.95 383,821
High School Education 44 17,813,000 90 5.41 8,673,150
Post High School Edutation 46 19,433,000 160 7.13 22 169 166
Subtotal 100 40,485,000' 31,226,137

Total, All Volunteers. 100 84,069,000 64,467,286

*Gallup Survey did not differentiate hours per year by sex, only by education.

backgrounds, represent approximations, the final figure is probably fairly close

to a fair market value for the services rendered.,

The Gallup Organization survey, upon which Independent Sector based its

calculations of the dollar value for volunteer time, also uncovered some note-

worthy characteristics about volunteers that can beof value to public policy-

makers and volunteer coordinators alike. Gallup's survey defined

activity-nie-the-broadeet-sen the-tradiflalla 1 lk inds_ _ _

teer activities,

the informal and

elderly neighbor

volunteer

of volin-

such as working as a 'volunteer' for.an orgsnization, as well as

often individual kiids of volunteer activity, such as helping an

(10) Accepting that broad definition of volunteering, 52ei

percent of Adult Americans and 53 percent of teenagers volUnteered during the

1980-81 survey year according to the Gallup study (11). Independent Sector's

calculeition of the value of volunteerism, however, took account of only the 47

percent of the population age 14 and over that volunteered in a formal, more

traditional setting (12).
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- Gallup examined the sample's respondents in terms of both thelr volun-

teer involvement over the previous year and, for more detailed questions, overy

the prior three months. As Table ,7 indicates, those who volunteered tended to do
., . ... .

so on a one or two hour per week basis. Me percentage of all citizens volun-
,...

teerfng_declined as the level of involvement, measured in hours per week, in-

creased (the ninelrcent Volunteering eight" or more hours pe. r week appears, at a

glance, to be a radical jump, but it actually combines a broad range of time

commitments).
.

Interestingly, the study found that volunteers were much more likefy to

make monetary charitable contributions than nonvolunteers, with 91 percent of

Table 7
, .

Average Number of Hours Per Week Spentin
Volunteer Activity During the Past Three Months (13)

Average Hours
Per Wedk*

Percent of
All Citizens**

0
69

1 13

2 8

13

3 5

4 4 --

5 2

6 2 18

7 1

8 or More 9

Total 100

*This is based on a 13-week quarter. One hour per week includes 1-13 hours
per quarter; two hours per week include 14-26 hours per quarter; and so
forth.

**This,table excludes all Oho werepot able, to estimate the number of hourS
volunteered,

I

***This includes 48,percent who did not volunteer work in the past year, plus r8
petcent who did volunteer,work in the past year ,but who did no volunteer work
in the past three months.'
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volunteers giving versus 66 percent of nonvolunteers (14). The Gallup Organiza-

tion surmised that tome linkage was probable between volunteering,and giving, but

it was cautious in framing conclusions from its data:

Although there is a relationship between doing volunteer work and
making charitable contributions, we cannot conclude .that volunteer
work makes people more likely to contribute money. It could be
that the kind of person who becomes active in volunteer work is
already making charitable contributions. Most likely, the direc-,
tiOn of the relationship works both ways to some degree (15).

If both volunteering and making contributions are considered together

under the broad heading of volunteerism, 84 percent of all Americans are volun-

teers in some fashion (16). That means that volunteerism is a widespread,-

accepted form of social behavior. The challenge to New York State Will not be in'

convincing people to volunteer or financially support voluntary sector agencies,

but rather in getting them to do more and enabling them to achieve their greatest

possible effectiveness. By extrapolation of these national findings, it-is'

evident that any initial reluctance to volunteev,has already been overcome by

most New Yorkers.

For What Types of Activities do Americans VOluntee ?
It is useful to know for what types of a tivities Americans are volun-

teering their time becanse policymakers must be a le to judge whether or not

volunteers can be induced to spend increased hours in the delivery of State and

local services. If volunteers are already active i government or in work that

is similar to areas of government services, it woul be worthwhile io attempt to

induce greater volunteer efforts in such areas. ven if only limited direct

benefit could be obtained for government through the invOlvement.c4 volunteers in

the services threatened by the federal budget cuts, oncern ought to be shown for
2-

those human seriices_ already provided by the volun arisector because their loss

would also reduce the "quality of life" in New Yo k State and result in public

preasure for gOvernment takeoVer of those dervic Voluntary sector agenCies

will experience financial dilemmas, similar to New York State's, due to the

federal cutbacks. One estimate puts losses for approximately 300,000 nonprofit

organizations at $27 billion over the next four years as a direct result of those

budget reductions (17). Foundations and United Way agencies "have found in the

last few years that their money went fur;her when invested in programs and
44

organizations receiving federal funds as well." (' ) Federal budget cuts thus

)8
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affect more than just Siete and local government services."The voluntary sector

will face difficulties financing some of its present services as a result of the

cuts and will clearly need help.sustaining its present service efforts.

Adult Americans who volunteer seem ,to favor informal activities or activi-

ties that they-can pursue alone, as Figure. 10.illustrates. That preference is

followed by religious activitiO4, #4d,them by; heaLth andeducatipnalinterests.

Except for justice-related volunteer work, the other broad categories in the

Gallup survey drew fairly even responses. The Gallup study also showed that,

.with the exception of general fund,rais.ing, the average number of hours spent

volunteering in the three monthS prior to the survey fell into the fairly narrow

range of 18, to 31 hours; rgeneral fundraising trailed with twelve hours (19).

This data indicates that State enaloCal services cnuld benefit from a coordina-,

ted,effort to increase vlunteer hours in fields such as health, education,
,

justice, recreation and welfare.- All'-of"these areas have both significant

existing volunteerism and governmental responsibility for the delivery of ser-

vices.

Figure 10

Distribution of -Volunteer Involvement by Type of Activity (20)
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The effort to involve more volunteers in the government-relat d ser-

vices,,however, should seek to utilize increased volunteer suppbrt rat er than

compete with existing outletS for volunteer activity and should consi er the

advantages, of, working ciiith existing voluntary, sector programs and gencieS

whenever mutual,benefits could result from such cooperation. Competit on with

voluntary sector agencies w id 6n1y weaken them and possibly compel tate and

local agencies to ultimately,absorb those voluntary-sedApr services wi no reai

net gain being made in the State's volunteer resources. Recognizing t at volun-,

teers have time limitations on their availability will meanwhile req ire addieGI

tional creativity in designing unified promotional and.utilization lans that

will take advantgge of the small blocks of time available from eac volunteer

while stipulating the desired increase in volunteerism.

Volunte* became involved in their activite.es rhrough number of'

routes, as Table 8 indicates. Gallup's.survey found that being aske by someone

stimulated the greatest number of people to volunteer, followed by p rticipation

in a group br;-organizationhaving a friend or relative in or bene itting from

the activity and seeking it out on one s own. The mecila t. influence was,limited,

but that dould be due in part to the low exposure most volunte r activities

receive. As it stands, personal contact in one form or another s by far the

most effective recruiting vehicle.

Table 8

How Adult Volunteers Learned About
The Activity 'in Which They Are Volunteering (21)

How Learned About Volunteer Activity.

Asked by someone
4111x,

Had a family member or a friend in the activity
or benefitting from the activity

Through participation in an organization or grqup
(including a religious group)

Saw an ad--radio, TV or printed source

Sought out activity on my own

Other

Don't Recall

Total

*Totals to more than 100 percent,due to multiple responses:

erAnt of
olunteers

44

29

31::

6

25
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It is also worth knowing why volunteers initially became involved in

their activities; understanding that will help future volunteer recruiters and,

promoters of volunteerism to be more ghccessful in their efforts. Table 9 reports

the Gallup findings on why People became invOlved in volunteer activities.

Wanting to do something useful or, good was the primary motivating factor.

Seyeral of they other general response categories showed similar concerns or

interests. However, one tenth of the adult volunteers and one fifth of the

teenage volunteers surveyed by Gallup sought experience or saw volunteering as a

way to*enhance their employment prospects-. Although the numbers aro smaller than.

for the humanitarian-oriented responses, they are very significant because

volunteering is just beginning to be recognized'as an avenue for obtaining work

experience in a highly competitive job market,that is adversely affected'by high

unemployment and the entry of young adults of the "baby boom" era" Thus', any

program that seeks to build increased volunteerism must utilize a variety of

elapproaches which recognize the different an istinct motivationi behind volun-

.

Table 9

Reasons Adult Volunteers First Became tnvolved in Their Activities (22

Reasons

Percent o
Volunteer

Thoqgtix I would enjoy doing the workr feel needed 29

Wanted to do something useful; help others; do good

deeds for others 45

Wanted to learn and get-experience; work experience;

help get a job 11

Had a child, 'relative or friendlOhd-4-was involved in

the activity or woUld benefit,from it 23

Religious concerns 21

Had a lot ct free time 6

Had.an interest ib.the activity or work ( 35

Thought my volunteer wdrk would help keep taxes or

other costs down

Other
1

Don't Recall 5

Total
181*

*Totals to more than 100 percent due to multiple responses.
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teering in order toattain success.

The Gallup survey further discovered that the leVellof an individual's

commitment to volunteerism was very flexible over time (seeFigure 1I). An.14,0.5gr

Adult volunteer respondents, there was an Almost equal divi*ion of those volun-
,

teering more, fewer and about the same numbei of hours at thfa time of the study

as.they had three years prevtously. Teenage volunteers prectiominantly gave more

hours than they had three years previously, but that appearsto be a function of

the maturing process that sees young people assuming progressively more adult

roles. ThOse who dropped out of.Volunteer work meanwhile-gave a wide range of

reasons. Too busy to continue was the excuse most often used (33 pezcent),

followed by personal reasons (18 percent), moved (12 percel), task Completed or

organization no longer exists (11 percent) or went to a paO.ng job or to school,

.(10 percent) (23) mop

Gallup's survey for Independent Sector went on o compare volunteers

. and nonvolunteer by,their socioeconomic characteristics. As Figure 12 illus-

trates, certain individuals are more likely than tothers to olunteer. TheGallup

Figure 11

Difference in Hours Volunteered Compared with Three Yeai.s Ago (24) ,

( Dig ;Lyre )
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data suggests that volunteeringAends to be more-popular among:

single people rather than married or-formerly married;
1

people employed part-time as opposed to those employed full-time,.,
or not employed;

individuals with higher household incomes;

indivipluAls with ,higher educational bacigrounds;

individuals with children under age 18 in their house;

4 women than.lnen;

persons under 55 years old than those 55 and older; and

larger households rather than smaller.

Awareness of the.variations in volunteer ommitments among socioeconomic group-
.

ings will give policymakers and Volunteer dministrators insight into who is most

likely to be recruited as a.volunteer and Illat type Of individual needs greater'

encouragement to volunteer. Underlying 4ese 'variations is the broad appeal

volunteer Work has for all segaents of the population. While senior citizens,

for example:might,be the focus of a sPedial.appeat.for volunteers,'no segment of

Lhe population can be overlooks& by a ,poficy that seeks to generate significant

increases in volunteerism in New York State.

Voluntary Sector as "Blip Business"

: In addition tp being "big business" in the sense that volunteers

contribute an estimated $64.5 billion worth of their time annually across the

country, the voluntary, or nonprofit, sector is literally big business. Tre-

mendous numbers of reil dollars support nonetVit agencies, paying the salaries

of administrators and support personnel, pfirchasing services and maintaining

capital investment in buildings ind equipment. A 1981Yale University_ study.,__

01*cti the 1980 Valuer orthe professionaIP or "business," side of the voluntary

sector at $129.2 billion exclusive of the value of the donated time of volunteers

(26). That ostiatate included:

* an annual'payroll of $75.4'billion;
4 .

,0 purchase ot, $142.6 billion worth of goods and services; and

-

capital up* costs of $11.2 billion (27).
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The nonfirofit sector financed itself through:

$61.5 billion in sa/es:

$31.5 billion was to households;

$26.3 billion was to government;

$3.7 billion was to businesses;

$44.3 billion in donations;

$7.6 billion in government grants; and

the remainder from investments and income from real estate
'holdings (28).

From this standpoint, New York State should also be concerned about the voluntary

sector as a major component of its economy. On a prorated basis calculated on

the same population basis as the estimate for the value of volunteer hours in the

Empire State, the voluntary selpor is worth at least $10.0 billion ,in real

dollars to New York and $15.0 billion in real dollars and donated services

combined.

Data from the Bureau of Charities Registration of the New York State

Department of State bears out this estimate. It reports that the charities reg-

istered with it for solicitation purposes recorded $4.3 billion worth of contri-
--

butions in 1980, with charities based in New York State receiving $2.9 billion of

that total. As Table 10 illustrates; charities registered in the Empire State

received $9.8 billion in total income that year, which matches very well with the

prorated estimate for the real dollar outlay of the voluntary sector in New York

State. The totals would not,actually match, though, because veterans groups and

some organizations such as the Red Cross and the-Salvation Army are not required

to tegister .with the Department of State. The income line "indirect contribu-

tions"'in Table 10 includes money raised by other organizations, ?uch .as the

United Way, for use 1:$5', charities. In New York-,Statet United Way raises approxi-

mately $110 million annually, or about one third of the indirect contributions

-total (29).

As with volunteer hours, strong evidence exists that many contributions

go into areas,that parallel work being done by government agencies in New York

State. Table 11 breaks down the total contributions made to charitable agencies

registered in New York State by broad service classifications. Services, such as

health and rehabilitation, social welfare, cultural and educational, and hospi-

r-

t)
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Table 10

1980 Income Totals for Registered New York State Charities (30)

Type of Income AMount

Direct'Contributions

Indirect Cbntributions

Government Grants

Subtotal Contributionq

Program Related Income

Other Revenue

-TOtal Re'venue

,$1,484,630,011

326,211,933

1,0.64,486,347.

2,875,328,291

6,139,427,324

810,815,916

$9,825,571,531

Table 11

1980 New York State Charitable Contributions by Service Areas (31)

Service Area Amount

Health and Rehabilitation $ 805,124,968

Social Welfare 688,155,739

Civic 224,075,905

Cultural and Educational 746,498,604

Animal Welfare/Environmental Preservation 139,374,707

Social; Fraternal and Professional 60,400,736

Fundraising and Support Organizations 799,816,130

Hospitals and Related Facilities 362,045,207

Public Policy Education 182,075,106

Foreign.Relations/Assistance 246,302,664

Other 5,095;977

Total $4,258,965,743

oft
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tals and related facilities, see major contrihution levels that demonstrate that

the voluntary sector is already heavily committed.to 'work that, at a minimum,

parallels governmental efforts_to deliver services to the citizenry of New Yo4

State. Some charitable organizabions actually work quite closely with government

agencies, helping to jointly deliver 'services, but there is no comprehensive

statistical data available to determine the scale of that involvement. Strength-

ening the overall motivation for New 'Yorkers to make charitable contributions

would help'voluntary sector agencies sustain existing services and perhaps assist

State and local governments with their services endangered by the federal budget

cuts. Yet because New Yorkers are already supporting charitable efforts that

parallel with Or assist government, services, there is no initial barrier to

public support of that type thatbust be overcome.

The Yale study of nonprofit agencies also noted that the nonprofit

sector had assets of $201 billion and that its full-time work force of 6.3

million was growing by 5.5 percent annually in comparison to a 3.4 Percent

ment growth rate for'the economy as a, whole (32). These statistics further

substantiate the already important role that the voluntary sector has been shown

, to fill in the American economy and its potential for expansion. However, the

problem of definition again arises in attempting to make concise comparisons

between the voluntary or nonprofit sector and other aspects of the economy. tech

definition of the voluntary sector is a little different and various methodolo-

gies are used to calculate the dollar values and impact of volunteerism. No

absolute figures exist that delineate the voluntary sector, in the same sense

that there is no exact figure Tor the Gross National Product. Yet the general

agreement in scale between the various studies that have been cited clearly

indicates that the voluntary sector has great importance in the delivery of

services and in the national and Empire State economies.

CAN VOLUNTEERISM FILL THE VOID?

As one means of offsetting his budget cuts, President Reagan proposed

that a new "spirit of volunteerism" help to meet the needs formerly addressed by

--the deleted federal funds. The Reagan Administration recognized, though, that

the desired increase in volunteerism would need encouragement to achieve its full

potential. For that purpose it crested the President's Task Force on Private

Sector Initiatives, which met for the first time in December, 1981. The Task

Force is attempting to identify private and public-private partnership success
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stories that could be duplicated in communities acros the country. In addition,

it will seek to eliminate government-imposed obstacles to private initiatives and

encourage greater and more effective use of individual, foundation and corporate

philanthropy and volunteering' (33). The President's Task Force is currently

visiting communities to review their success stories and is developing a com-

puterized catalog of private sector initiatives by type of activity The Task

Force is expected to complete its work and make its recommendations on profit,

not-lor-profit and private sector initiatives by its December 31, 1982 termina-

tion date.
.

. Along with his budget cuts, the President also obtained adoption of a

package, of tax reductions designed to stimulate the national economy. One of

those tax cuts seeks to stimulate corporate philanthrophy by raising the tax
,

exemption on corporate charitable contributions to ten percent from five percent
..,

of pretax earnings. At the same time, private giving will receive encouragement,

and perhaps some hindrance, from the Economic Recovery Tax Act of 1981. The Act

phases in, through 1986, an opportunity for individual income tax payers to

aeduct their charitable contributions from their unadjusted income even if they'

do not otherwise itemize on their tax returns. The Act, however, may simul-

taneously hinder charitable fundraising by increAsing the "cost" ,of, giving

1

through its 25 percent reduction in marginal tax rates over three years, its

reduction in the maximum tax rate on unearned income fr m 70 to 50 percent and

its reduction of the capital gains tax rate from 28 to 20 percent (34). By

lowering the maximum tax rate on unearned income, for example, Congress and the

President in effect raise the cost of giving because, at the new maximum, rate,

only 50 percent of a contribution, rather than , 70 percent, will beideductible

from an individual's tax bill. The Urban Institute has projected a drop of "at

least $18 billion in donations for 1981 to 1984," as a result of the Tax Act

(35). Many of the same nonprofit groups affected by the federal budget cuts,will

experience an adverse impact from the tax cuts. That prompted Brian O'Connell,

president of Independent Sector, to declare:

The outcome is a triple whanuny against nonprofit organizations....
The irony in these developments is that the Administration wants
to strengthen the nonprofit sector, but the tax act inadvertently
undercuts the, very organizations that the President is counting on
(36).

This development may constitute another sound reason for New York State to

bolster its own voluntary sector, enabling it to continue with its existing human
a
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service efforts. President Reagan has clearly instituted a fundamental change in

domestic policy that will see less federal involvement and, more reliance on

state, local and private initiatives in meeting citizens' needs.

In August, ,1982, Congress passed another tax measure that could- ad-

versely affect charitable giving as part of its $98.3 billion tax package

designed to help limit the escalating federal deficit, known as the individ601,

minimuM tax, it prevents wealthier taxpayers from completely offsetting their

income eax liability through large deductions. If the minimum tax exceeds the

regular income tax liability, taxpayers will be required to pay a 20 percent tax

on income over $30,000 for individuals or .S40,000 for couples filing jointly.

Higher tax liabilities may mean that' less income may be available for discre-

tionary giviAlk. No figures specifically estimating the minimum tax's effect on

charitable giving have been made available, but overall the tax is expected to

raise $1.3 billion in new federal revenues over three years beginning January 1,

1983 (37).

Very serious questions exist as to how much the voluntary sector can

expand to make up for the federal budget cuts. Carl Struever, a business leader

from Baltimore, Maryland, challenged President Reagan's view that a "torrent of

private initiatives" aimed at taking-over federal welfare responsibilities will

materialize in response to the budget cuts. He argued that the problem was one

of finances.

The first question. is one of cost: can the private sector,
voluntar4y, produce the funds needed to replace the billions of
federal dollars slashed from public program budgets? 1982 cuts
amounted to some $45 billion, and all indicators from the present
point to a push for even larger reductions in '83 and '84. By

comparison, all corporate giving in 1980 was a grand total of $2.7
billion or less than the cut ,in-khe federal public service jobs
program alone (38).

Struever recognizedthat Reagan's tax cut program does encourage corporate giving

by raising the tax exemptions on charitable contributions to ten percent of

pretax earnings, but noted that the raise will probably have litle effect

because the prior ceiling of five percent was not a barrier to corporate giving

which ran at about one percent.

Struever also questioned the scope of the President's plan to utilize

volunteers to take up the slack in programming resulting from his budget cuts.

Businesses, in Struever's view, might have interests in some Community-oriented
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activities, but he doubted their desire to become involved in ques

cerning the environment, energy conservation and minority employment.

s con-

Too many public needs involve short-term costs and yield only
long-term benefits. Affirmative action today may lead to greater
stability in our inner cities tomorrow, but the extra expense of

unskilled,, under-educated workers is a heavy burden for a
bus ss to carry when it is competing with other businesses that
may not voluntarily make the same 'commitment to ,minorities.
Likewise, the cost of installing pollution control equipment can
be prohibitive to one steel mill if its competitors don't bother
(39)

Writing for the Wall Street Journal, Lindley H. Clark Jr: does 'not

believe that business can take.up ihe slack in federal prograMs and that the

business of business is not charity. "Most corporations are ill-equipped to do

an especially wiser job in this area and they, know it." (40) Of 1.4 million

corporations having profits in 1977; according to the American'Enterprise Insti-

tute, only 13 percent reported charitable gifts of $500 or more and only 58,000

(or 'four percent) reported giving at the full five percent of pretax profits

level previously.provided under the law (41). Clark further focuses on Another

significant barrier to corporate volunteerism:

more indirect the interest becomes, the harder it J,s to make a
case that the gift is desirable. Corporate image is a matter of
concern,to any company that deals with the public, so companies
like tm show that they are good neighbors and good citizens (42).

In this view, corporations are unlikely to get involved in supporting voluntary

sector programs that will not have some direct public relations payback for them.

Along these lines, Clark noted that a Conference Board survey released in

Jaullary, 1982, shows that corporations are not, for the most part, planning to

increase their contributions in 1982 to make up for the federal budget cuts (43).

The current recession appears to be another problem confronting any

effort to inciease private sector charitable contributions. A Cox News service

article in the Rochester Times-Union notes that:

osseo.

...while the number of-worthwhile causes is increasing proportion-
ately with each budget slash, the re4ession is strapping many
companies. So the embrace business can generally afford is the
kind that you might give your third cousin once removed at a
family reunion (44).
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Quoting Patrick McGuire, executive director of the Conference Board's Business-
.

,Government Research Program, the analysis found that some government strategists

are npt,aware of the significant role already being filled by corporate volun-

teerism:

There is a widespread, sense (among businesses) that political

strategists are not aware of the extent to which the business

community is already supporting various philanthropic endeav-

ors....Many executives also believe that the administration

stategists do not appreciate the limited resources actually

available to meet various funding shortfalls (45).

The concerns expressed by thesp critics of the.Reagan plan to utilize

increased volunteerism to help offset hip administration's- budget cuts are valid

and are well-expressed, but they deal primarily with the corporate +philanthropy

side of volunteerism, which is a very modest element of the overall voluntary

sector. According to the National Association of Fund-Raising Counsel, corporate

philanthropy in 1980 amounted to $2.7 billion out of a nat'ionwide total of $47.8

billion in charitabre' giVing. Individual aonors accounted for $39.9 billion

while bequests provided $2.8 billion and foundations added the'final $2.4 billion

to the national total, (46). Corporate philanthropy may have a potential for

mdjor increases, and the Reagan Administration may considet it an important com-

ponent of its plan to utilize the voluntary sector to offset some of its budget

cuts, but at least a tenfold increase in corporate giving would be required to

generate the magnitude of support that wi.,11 be needed as a counterweight.

That would require a major modification of corporate behavior. Increastng

individual giving by the same amount, $27.0 billion, however, would only require

a 67.7 percent gain, which would require a much less radical change in behavior

patterns. New York State will therefore probably have more to gain from ap-

proaches that focus on individuals, as opposed to corporations, in developing its

own strategy for offsetting the budget cuts. However, no avenue for increased

support should be totally ignored.

A Chemical Bank study of charitable contributions through 1984 indi-

cates that there are reasonable grounds for optimism in seeking to.achieve major

gains in charitable giving over the next several years. The study projected a 55

percent, or $23 billion, increase in giving from 1979 through 1984 (47). As seen

in Table 12, individual donations are anticipated to increase by 61.1 percent.

Corporate giving should rise by 57.6 percent, but, bequests and foundations are

not expected to see much increase, ..with a modest 2.7 percent growth rate pre-
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Table 12

Projected Annual Percentage Growth R_ete of Contributions by
.Contributor Groups (48)

Total
Category . 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 Growth

Lndividual 11.4 9.8 1.1 10.0 9.6 9.6 61.1
Corporate 11.1 9.6 11.5 12.4 12.9 10.7 57.6
Bequests 64 Foundations 6.1 11.5 3.4 -3.0 -4.1 -4.2 2.7
Total 9.3 9.5 10.3 8.8 8.6 8.6 54.9

dicted. Allowing for inflation, there will be less than a 55 percent overall

gain in contributions in real dollar terma over the 1979-84 period, but.real

gains of somewhere in the 10 to 20 percent range ought to,be attainable even in

the face of moderate inflation; If these gains are probable under presently

existing conditions, then more substantial gains should borpossible in New York

State if a carefully targeted and vigorously promoted strategy is implemented.

Table 13 qualifies the growth projections for charitable contributions

by breaking them down into six subcategories based upon the types of groups or

organizations receiving the donations. The arts and humanities category is

expected to experience the greatest growth, with education, health and hospitals,

and social welfare trailing the national average. The Chemical ,Bank study

attributes the lower than avetage growth rate in those three areas to their

heavier.reliance upon bequests and foundations for support (49). 'This is valu-

able information bedause it points to a need to promote giving in specific areas

in order to best use any increase in charitable contributions resulting from

State legislative or administrative actions. Creating a greater incentive to

give must be accompanied by efforts to channel the increased giving into the

areas of greatest need if New York State is to seriously pursue volunteerism as

a major component of,its plan to offset the effects of the federal budget cuts.

By tying the potential for increased corporate philanthropy to the

resolution of economic problems .such as minority unemployment, critics have

combined two separate issues and have failed to take account of a successful

government strategy that can produce results when dealing with economic problems.

Volunteerism is best suited to address social problems that involve the delivery

of services. It is not as well-suited for dealing with economic problems, though
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Table 13

Projected Annual Percentage Growth Rate of Contributions
to Recipient Groups (50)

Total

Category 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 Growth

Religion 9.2 7.3 10.6 9.8 9.8 9.3 56.4

Education 7.8 4.2 8.7 6.9 7.2 6.6 38.4

Health & Hospitals 8.6 9.0 8.8 6.0 5.7 6.1 40.9

Social Welfare 9.6 3.8 7.8 6.0 5.7 6.2 , 33.0

Arts & Humanities 8.0 24.2 14.2 12.8 11.5 12.2 100.0

Civic & Public 11.3 25.9 12.4 9.9 8.7 10.0 85.9

Total 9.3 9.5 10.3 8.8 8.6 8.6 54.9

there is successful volunteer involvement in this type of work in a few com-

munities. Examining where volunteers are currently involved substantiates the

contention that volunteerism has its place in the delivery of services in areas

such as health, social services and education: Increased volunteerism should not

be expected to overcome all of the deficiencies created by the budget cuts nor

can it realistically be viewed as a strategy for solving all the problems that

,existed prior to the enactment of the cuts. It should, however, be recognized as

a potentially important component of any comprehensive strategy for meeting the

public's needs.

Economic qilestions should meanwhile be addressed by strategies 'Ithat are

best suited for resolving them. As outlined in the preceding chapter on the

economic eclipse of New York State, tax breaks have begun to reinvigorate the.

Empire State's economic competitiveness with other states. Those tax breaks werd

a means of legislating a given social aim--namely improving the overalleconomy

and creating more jobs. New York State has also pioneered programs designed to

aid economically depressed areas of the State, especially where there are high

minority concentrations. The Job InCentive Program can serve as one model for,

future policies designed to benefit the disddvantaged in New York. The real

question here concerhs what volunteerism should be expected to accomplish Versus

what other governmental policies ought t be accomplishing. Struever's 'crit-

icism, for instanoe, is representative and accurate. Busineises will not uSually

take actions that are significantly contrary.to their profitability. Therefore,

each aim desired by government ought to be met through,a policy specifically

designed for its attainment.



Questions have also arisen regarding the ability of ih voluntary

sector and volunteers to fill the human service gaps created by the iederal

budget cuts. An October, 1981, Washidgton Post editorial summed up that concern

very concisely.

Voluntary activity is, and always has been, an important gnd

commendable part of American life. Certainly it Should be encour-
aged to expand beyond its present horizons. But voluntarism never
did suffice tO erase the horrors of the almshouse or the sweat-
shop. Government got into the sociil welfare business because,

, before it did, most of the very poor, the mentally.ill and other
near helpless people lived in truly.wretched conditions--condi-
tions that have no place in a prosperous nation such as ours (51).

The review of recent research demonstrates, though, that volunteerism is already

a potent social force in the United States. Although there are many independent

efforts made by State agencies and voluntary sector organizations to recruit

volunteers in New York, there is no intensive, unified effort supporting their

recruitment work and guiding their volunteers into crucial service areas. Such,a

unified promotional effort May just be what is needed to overcome those objec-

tions about the ability of increased volunteerism to meet the human services

endangered by the federal budget cuts.

EXPECTATIONS FOR VOLUNTEERISM

New York State can tap a tremendous volunteer resource that, as the

data shows, is present and is already involved in many of the areas that are

losinglederal support. Americans and, by extrapolation, New Yorkers possess a

social conscience that motivates them to,help others. The voluntary sector is

backed by $129 billion in expenditures, which makes it a significant component of

the national economy. Prorating national figures on the value of volunteer

services and the real dollar expenditures of the nonprofit sector, volunteerism

is worth at least $15 billion annually to New York State. This magnitude indi-
)

cates that the potential exists for the State to utilize volunteerism as a

significant part of its effort to preserveState and local services endangered by

the recent federal budget cuts. Existing nonprofit sector services will also

require attention because they, too, are endangered by the budget cuts and their

loss could cause further dislocations in cOmunity services across the State.

Critics have correctly pointed out that volunteerism, particularly

corporate philanthropy, cannot hope to fill the entire void created by the budget

cuts; certain economic problems like minority unemployment may require other,
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specialized approaches by.government. Yet, not-too-drastic increases in the

level of volunteer activity and charitable giving by individuals could produce

several billion dollars worth of time and financial support for filling part of

that void in New York State. The basic willingness to get involved in volunteer

activities and the basic willingness to give already exist; no new behavior

patterns need to be created: Proposals for State action therefore need only

focus on attaining greater participation.

The' next section of this report examines proposals made by local

voluntary action centers in New York State fox stimulating increased volunteerism

and making more effective use of volunteers. Because such agencies are involved

in daily efforts to utilize volunteers, they have ex-cellent insight into what

motivates volunteers and what the voluntary sector will need to fill an expanded

role in the delivery of State and local services as well as to retain its qwn

community services.
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, LOCAL AG/iNCY VIEWS ON PROMOTING
/ VOLUNTEERISM

1

AGENCY SURVEY

Volunteerism alreidy fills an important role in New York State and, if

it can be effectivell strengthened and guided$ it has the potential to help

sustaijn the State and local services that have been endangered by the recent

fede41 budget cutbacks. Recognizing.that such a potential exists leads directly

to the question of hoW can greeter volunteerism be encouraged in the State? In

Augu t, 1981, the 8enate Task Force on, Critical Problems initially approached

this question by sutrveying the 19 local Voluntary Action Centers or Committees

(VAC, ) in New York State to learn what they believed was needed to help strength-

en tche voluntary s etor. Located primarily An the larger metropolitan areas, the

State's VACs are alMost exclusively either autonomous volunteerism coordinating

and;planning agencies, part of a local government or are an arm of the local

United Way or Red ross chapter. They are supported through either public or

pritate funds or a rIlixture of the two. As important components of the voluntary

sector in each of their communities, the VACsare intimately involved in planning

unity services and, in some cases, are direct service pro-

In addition, typical VACs do volunteer intakework and match

ncies that meet their service needs. As a group, they have

the delivery of !co

viders themselves.

clients with the a

regular contaet'wit

sector organizatio

edgeable aboutthe

those volunteers se

resource for this st

Questions

thousands of volunteers and service clients, other voluntary

and State and local government agencies. VACs_are.knowl-

eeds of both volunteers and the organizations through which

ve their communities. They were therefore an excellent

dy.

the Task Force's survey provided for open..ended responses

so that they would t lead respondents to a predetermined answer. The survey

included the following questions:

What'do yoU perceive as the most critical problems that face the

\

voluntary Sector in its efforts to deliver community services?



What plans have voluntary sector agencies in your community made

to adjust to the upcoming federal budget cute

Do you perceive that voluntary sector agencies can or should aid

in filling the gaps created in the delivery of community serv-

ices resulting from "the federal budget cute'

In what ways do you believe New'York State can promote, or

preserve, volunteerism?

illom can New York State or local organizations encourage more
individuals to contribute their time and/or money to the volun-

tary sector's delivery of community services?

19
Preliminary research done by the Task Force prior to undertaking its survey

indicated that tax breaks to stimulate volunteerism and a State-directed effort

to assist local agencies and, to promote or publicize volunteerism would bolster

, New York's voluntary sector. The survey's results demonstrate that VACs across

the State--whose principal concern is the promotion of volunteerism--hord similar

views.

An impressive array of proposals emerged from the Task Force's survey.

With most respondents offering multiple recommendations, the 16 participating

agencies generated 22 distinct suggestions for action (Table 14 lists the re-

sponding agencies). Not all of their proposals, however, iequire legislative or

Table 14

Voluntary Action Centers Responding to Task Force Survey

Voluntary Action Center%of Albany
Voluntary Action Center of Broome County.
Voluntary Action Center of the United Way of Buffalo and.

Erie Count
Chemung COunty ChOpter, American Red Cross

Volunteer Resourcerand Development Center
Voluntary Action Center of Dutchess County
Essex County Center for Voluntary Action
Voluntary Action Center of the Glens Falls Area
Mayor's Voluntary Action Center (New York City)
Voluntary Action qpnter of Nassau County
Rochester-Monroe Gounty Chapter, American Red Cross

Volunteer Forum
The Health Aesociatioil (Rochester) Compeer ,

Rome Voluntary Action Center
Human Services Planning Council of Schenectady County

The Volunteer Center (Syracuse)
Volunteer Bureau of the Mohawk-Hudson Area United %ley (rroy)

VOluntery Action Center of Greater Utica
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even State action for implementation. ,Table 15 summarizes the VACs proposals

and organizes them by broad categories according to the kind of action needed for

their implementation:

State action which requires legislation ,for implementation; ,

State action which does not absdlute1y requires legislation for
imOlementation;

4 federal action_beyond the.State's ability to act; and

local or private action not requiring State action.

Because this report is concerned with actions, particularly legiSlative actions,

that Net* York State can take to promote volunteerism, the proposals invOlving

federal'aiW local or private action will not be evaluated to the same.degree es
m

those imkplving State action. TheY will be reviewed, however, so that the
-$!\:

appropriate\Oarties may consider their merit.

'v

PiktrOSALS INVOLVING STATIE LEGISLATIVE ACTION

(
.

8,

Income tax deductions
,

for volunteers were among the more populak of the

proposals advanced by the VACs. These fell into several categórits, iricluding

tax deductions for general Nolunteer services, donated professional services,,

charitable contributions and transportation. TiX credits, Tor child care costs

incurred while volunteering, an extension ofyorkers' Compensation coverage to

volunteers and the provision of financial support to VACs rounded out,the ).ist of

proposals that would require State legislative aCtion for implementationdue to

the Legislature 's authority over those matters.'

Deductions for Volunteer Service
Five VACs advocated income tax deductions for volunteer services in

general while one VAC mentioned income tax deductions for donated profdssional

-4--taicvc.dickbctoioacforic,,vcg .1m4c4,g,:
7

many people whO can do so give of their time.in thA same,manner that others, who

can afford td do so, make charitable financial contributions. Because time Can

be as valuable as Money, the VACs have advocated providing a deduction for

donated services in order to help fill their and other agencies' needs for

crucial volunteer support.
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Table 15

Task Force Survay Summary of Agency Proposals for Promoting Volunteerism
(16 of 19 sUrveyed responding)

Proposal

Number of Agencies
Proposing

Proposals Involving State Action
Which Requires Legislation

Tax Deductions'ior Volunteer Services
Tax.DeduCtions for Nonitemized

Charitable Donations
Tax Deductions for Donation

Professional Serv
Increasing Mileage Deduction for

Volunteers' Automobile Usage /

Tax Credits for Child Care while
Parents are Volunteering

Providing (Unspecified) Tax Benefit
Extending Workers' Compensation

Coverage to Volunteers -

Providing Financial Support for
Voluntary Action Centers

Proposals Involving State Action Which
Does Not Require.,Legislation

Creating a State Office of VoluntaYy
Citizen Participation

Promoting Volunteerism Through a
Public Relations/Publicity Campaign

Providing Training for Local Agencies
Creating a Computerized Resources Listing
Offering Civil Service Credit for

Volunteer Experience
Offering/Increasing Academic Credit for

Volunteer Experience
Offering High School and/or College

Cburses on Volunteerism 1

Having Schools and Workshops Mandate
Voluntary Community Service

Hold Public Hearings on Ways to Promote
Volunteerism

Proposals Inyoltring Federal Action

404g.)3 qpkgr
Providing Food

Proposals Involving

9.
yp pint e gisp ,Us age

amps fOr vo 1 wit ee rs

Private or Local Action

5

1

4

1

1

2

2

8

10

5

3

1

3

1

1

1

*
Having Employers Provide Release Time

for Volunteer Work
Reimbursing Volunteers for Their Services
Offering Volunteers Reduced Public

Transit Fares

5

2 °4k.

1
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,The Voluntary Action Center of Greater

advocate the promotion of volunteerism through

recognition of the cost of volunteer, service.

director anticipated that the federal budget cuts

the voluntary sector.

Utica was one of the VACs to

"increased tax beneft*4 and

(l) The "agency's executive

would be a major challenge to

The voluntary sector 'is being asked to fill the service gap being
caused by shrinking federal: funds. During this critical period we
expect the demand-jor services to increase due to the ripple
effect of loss of funds to any particular agency. ,The initial
problem will thus be to find alternative funding sources and

mechanisms. To increase our service capability without -major
funding we will need to utilize the skills and energy of volunteer
workers. At a time when individuals are severely feeling the
pressures of inflation, recruitment is a very critical problem.
Many families require the income of two bread-winners and-many
others feel the need' for a second job as supplemental income.
Even those indivfduals who can find sufficient time to serve as a

,'"volunteer are being faced with the increased-costs of their unpaid
work. Transportation costs can no longer be overlooked, nor can
increased auto Insurance, bahysitting fees, etc. (2).

Other VACs expressed similar thoughts. Considerable concern was voiced about the

federal budget cuts. Manyt respondents were not certain in August, 1981, what

long-range effects would rksuit from the cuts, but they did foresee the double

pretsure of increased-dem for services with fewer volunteers available. .The'

executive director of the Voluntary Action Center of Albaby Was bne Who forecast

such pressure:

Voluntary Action personnel perceive that there will be great
piessure to pick up unserved need, with fewer resources to do so.,
,Most project imireased need if inflation and/or cuts in social
security (to name one example) generate increased need for meals
programs, escort service to medical appointments, and- other
services which will become beyond the reach of many citizens now
able to provide for themselvea.(3).

Many of the 'survey's res ondents felt thqt voluntary/sector agencies would be

called upon to "belp fill ihose unserved nebds resulting frbm the federal budget

Cuts.

To fill those needs, they antidipate requiring greater financial and

volunteer-resources. With the.need for second incomes to support.their families,

many women, who have been the,traditional mainstays..of the voluntary sectorr have

been findingless time to dtrvolurrteer work. Thus, there is a greater need for

volunteers at a time when the;e are also, heavier pressures on the traditional
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volunteers to find paid employment. These competing needs are compelling volun-
'

tary sector agencies to make their volunteer assignments more flexible to:"

accommodate the new work patterns ot volunteere;

to take advantage/of nontraditional volunteersi and

to mike 'their Volunteer work more relevant, such as making it
creditable experience for employment.

Even with such adjustments in their utilization of Volunteers, VACs report a need
-

to find ways,of stimulating greater volunteerisml. inc.reased responsibi ties

will require greater resources. The income tax deduction for volunteer service

has thus been advanced as one means of promoting greater volunteerism, recogniz-
,

ing that income tax' deductions for charitable contributions have helped to

*stimulate financial support.for the voluntary sector in a similar manner.

This support for offering income tax deductions for volunteer service

shows that legislation initially introduced by State Senator Joseph R. Pisani in

1980, gained favorable response in the voluntary community by.August, 1981. That

legislation, embodied in S. 1588-8 in 19814 would have permitted taXpayers who

performed at least' 50 hoursOf volunteer rrk with a'Iparticular organization,
,

school or' Agency to take an inoOte tax deduciiion of fiMpercent of the value of

such sprviCes, up to a maximum of $500 per individual. Although the bill passed

the StIte Senate -in*1981,-nO acrion Was taken upon it in*.t e Assembly. Reintro-

duced*as S. 8094-A in 1982, it Was modified to require volunteers to perform a

minimum of at least 100 hours of service to qualify for the benefit, but would

meanwhile have permitted them to accumulate the minimuM time required through

service tO as many as three agencies instead of just one. It also passed the

Senate, and, again the Assembly failed to act upon it. While the deduction

would not equal the value of the services rendered, it would still have an

impact. Deductions for charitable contributions also

on anywhere near a dollar-for-dorlar basis, but they

upon, charitable giving, This point will be examined

report's chapter on recommendations.

do not return tax savings

still have had an impact

'in greater detail in this

Deductions for Charitable- Contributions/Financial Support"for VACs
Just as the VACs anticipate the-need for greater manpower resources%

they also believe that they will need greater funding to meet the dual challenges

of inflation and the federal budget cuts. The executive director of the Voluil-



tary Action Center of-the Glens Falls Area tied these two needs together quite

clearly:

The most critical problems facing the voluntary sector in the
delivery of community services are 1) funding for program coordi-
nation and 2) the availability of voltinteers. Funding lost to
agencies through budget cuts must be replaced by state and Private
donations (4).

f

Noi only will public programs, State and local,,be affected by the federal budget

reductions, but voluntary'sector activities wili also feel the cuts. .Federal

**':.fttqldS-ppeit4,,soeuu..",ofvolunitliry sector's :Ipiograms that deliver community

services., particularly in 'the huMan serviceS The voluntar- ctclx 11

need to develop'new funding sources, expand existing ones or, mdst like y,

develop a financial Support strategy that embodies both new and existing funding

sources. That is why Lone of the VACs proposed State income taX deductions for

charktable contributions while two advocated public financial support for Volun-
..

tary Action Centers.

The proposal for State income tax deductions for nonitemized contribu-

tions has already seen legislative* action. Senator Roy Goodman introduced a

1411, S. 24557A, which wou,ld allow individual tallayers.to claim theit charitatle

c4ntributions without having to itemize.to.do ao.',It was passed by the Senate In

blith 1981 andg.1982, but_failed to ObtainadoptiOnn the Asaembly in -cltherT10*ir:-

Congress has already passed a national version of this proposal which will be

phased in over four years through 1986. .The merits of nonitemized deductions

will also,be examined in this report's recommendations'section.
-

Although there A.s considerable merit:for direct public- support -Of

Veluntary Action Centers, State funding for any given agency or group,pf agencies

at this tiMe would lead to funding requests from many otherdeserving ggencies.

New York State does not have the abihty t4o replace federal budget cuts on a

dollar-for-dollar basis. Raising- taxes

chapter entitled "Escaping the ,Economit

peconomic vitality, and competitiveness with

cm the State's huthan serAces agencies.

would, as documented earlier in the

Eclipre," weaken the Empire State's

other states and put additional strain

Newl'Ydrk's response to the fiscal

challenge posed by the federal cutbacks ought to be met by actions that multiply
0

voluntary sector resourdes through carefully targeted proposals, which may

include tax reductions, rather than by tax increases that depress the economy and

compel tore residents to rely upon the State and local governments for assis-

tance. Some of the State's VACs do receive local public support, but this, too,
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ii in jeopardy as local officials try to contain local tax escalation. Any loss

of local funding for VACs and other voluntary sector agencies will strengthen the

argument for the State taking action to help the voluntary sector develop altern-
.

ative funding resources, such as through the proposal for. permitting nOnitemized

deductions for charitable contributions.

Tax Benefits for Volunteers' Expenses
Volunteers experience actual expenses in their efforts to be of service

to their communities. Transportation costs can be a real factor where consider-

able distances must be travelled on a regular basis, as in the State's rural

areas. Child care expenses can also inhibit volunteer involvement in instances

where volunteers have young families. Four VACs recommended increasing the

1--mijeage deduction for'vOlunteers' automobile usage and one suggested.tax credits

for child care that is.r46luired while parents are volunteering.

Volunteers could deduct 9 cents pii mile on theit1961 income tax re-

turns for travel in 'the performance of volunteer services, but individuals re-

quired to use their vehicles for business purposes could dedUct 20 cents per mile

for the first 15,000 miles travelled and 11 cents per mile for additional travel,

in.,excess-of, that 15,op piles. Voluntary sector leaders Irve nuestioned this

disparity, arguing that''volunteer serviCe als6 las imporeantvalue to the commu-

nity. Thete is certair4$7 no difference in the,,cost ofiaperat*ng a%motor vehicle..

depending upon whether it is,used for either business or volunteer purposes'. The

executive 'director of the,Human Services Planning Council of Schenectady County

(that municipality's VAC) spoke out for tax breaks to offset,the actual costs of

volunteering and strongly questioned the difference in the mileage deductions

allowed for volunteer versus business purposes:

Appropriate tax incentives for donating time through volunteering

will.be essential as well as tax breaks for out-of-pocket costs.

One such example of out-of-pocket costs concerns transportation.

Wby it costs a business person 20 %eras a mile toidrive a car and

volunteer only 9 cents, I'll.neviot understand. *here,is'federai

legislation pending which would,address that question That kind

of- support will be needed in order to strengthen and preserve

volunteerism (5).

No legislation was pending in New York State in 1982 to eliminate that differ-

ence, though several bills sought to raise the deduaion one En. two dents for

volunteers.
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Even if both-federal and State legibilation were adopted to raise the

volunteer mileage deduction to parity with thk business deduction, 'volunteer

transportation costs would not be met. on a dollarrfor-dollar basis by the two

deductions Combined. The deductions would lower the volunteer's taxable income,

but the real tax savings would not equal the cost to Ihe volunteer until the

effetive State and federal tax rateadded together, equalled 100 percent of

taxable income. ,There are'no instance 1Where the combined effective dites equal

100 percent, so no deduction set at or near actual cost would completely reim-

burse volunteers for actual costs.

Helping volunteers with child care costs would provide a legitimate

benefit, buf a problem exists with the.proposal for offering tax credits for

child care needed while.parents volunteer. Unlike deciluctions, credits reduce the ,

income fax levy on a dollar-for-dollar basis because they are applied against the

tax and not against the pretax income, thereby lacking the "multiplier" effect of

deductions. If a significant. "multiplier" effect cannOt be achieved, then the

State would be just Wwell advised to hire someOne to provide a,given "volun-

teeA service. Volugeering implies a donatian;of time or moneYhy the volua-

teer; benefits provided to stimulate, increased volunteerism in the State ought

therefore, to have, a very high return in terms of ,the services or donations

obtained. A lesser probje6 with providing atax break for volunteers' chj.ld care

costs is that np statistics are available demonstrating the magnitude of the

probleM. The costs are. legitimate,,but" further studY is needed to shaw'that the

voluntary sector would benefit significantly from theadoption of either a tax,

credit, or the more realistic deduction.

Workers' Compensation Coverage for Volunteers
Workers' Compensation serves as a torm of employee insurance covering

accidents incurred on the job. Employers are required to provide 'this_coverage

through a tax levied by New York State. Two VACs suggested an extension of

Workers' Compensation coverage to volunteers. However, were agencies utilizing

volunpeerstobe.compeletoprovior er s ,m0ensation, the woitld face an
,

additional expense burden in a time Of financial stress that would tend to limit

theirJuse atiOolunteers--which is a result that-would run against the intent of

the proposal foryroviding Worketi! Compensation. Agencies that can afford to do

so may purchase' commercial insurance coverage for their.volunteers if,they so

wish.
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PROPOSALS INVOLVING NONLEGISLATIVE STATE ACTION

The proposals for State actions included in the second section of Table

15 do not absolutely require'legislative approval for implementation. They range

from the'creation of a State Office of Voluntary.Citizen Participation, or State

Volunteerism Office, to ideas designed to promote increased Volunteerism through

a public relations campaign, training assistance to make more effective use of

volunteers and incorporating volunteerism studies and activities into the State's

educational programs. The.creation of a State Office ,of Voluntary Citizen

Participation is included in this section because the Governor could assign its

functions to an existing State agency through an executive order. This has been

the route followed in many other states, but this report's chapter on recommendh-
.

tions will consider the desirability of following the legislative versus the

executive route in the creation of.a Volunteerism Office for New York State.

Crating a State Volunterism Office
Eight of the responding agencies proposed thecreation of a State

Office of Voluntary Citizelt Participation. They viewed such an office as a

tremeadousass4 to the volun ary sector wiet its potential foor statewide train-

, R'

ing, Public. re1a0ons and iteatralized idformatio Service .

1
.director of the

J

NO York CityYMayor
,

s Vblun ary Actibaktenter
r

poeential benefits Of a State lunteerism Office together in h r responi-e

The execpt4ve

tied many 4f tbe
t,

=the

Task Force's survey. Her proposals included suggestions for:

holding statewide or areawide conferences on volunteerism to

encourage discusion about curilents trends'and issues la the

field;

developing a statewide,promOtional campaign (perhaps linked into

I LOVE NEW YORK) with encouragement to call the local Voluntary

Action Center or Volunteer Bureau;

settOg up a State Task Force ton Volunterrism toi explore an

then lito lobby 'for dethd
voluntary sector leaders and to identify 'goals for the:State

office;

conduoting statewide research into such volunteer issues as:

personnel policies and practices as they relate to volun-

teers;

volunteer insurance;
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schools and colleges offering academic credit for volunteer
experience;

municipal civil service and private sector acceptance of
documented relevant volunteer experience on job applica-
tions in lieu of paid work experience; and

statewide profile of the volunteer today;

providing a clearinghouse on all m4ters pertaining to volun-
teerism;

recognizing outstanding volunteer programming;

assisting communities without VACs or Volunteer Bureaus to set
up this kind of service locally;

offering special training programs on a State or regional basis;

providing consulting services on the financing of voluntew
programming; and

maintaining a statewide skills bank on personnel available to
assist local communities in their volunteer efforts (6).

' State Offices of Voluntary Citizen Partic4pation, whether under that

title or a similar designation, halie been created in other states by either

legislative action or executive order; in several cases legislative enactment

has followed cre tion by executive order. Once created, a Stateoifice could

pr te tvolunteer im thrOugh a. p'hlicity or publi4.relations camAign, provide

tra 464 ervice agenc , initiate a
4 litqL4 406,1*.,.6

computerized resour*6es listing that could mehch potential!support with4-CO'MMUnit

needs all across the Empire State and even encouragenemployers to prOvide.release

time for volunteer work by their employees,

Other Suggestions for State Action
The final five suggestiOns listed in the second section of Table 15 do

not require any legislative action, and several ale already in effect to varying

%.**-41errolittliti..81pairelsigivitil-fereAce-pdasties,kotrecogniie..s ,..retfatant vq1unl;,

experience as a qualification for taking examinations forState employment. This

particular proposal will be examined in greater detail later in this re0ort

because more thorough publicizing of the State's acceptance of volunteer exper-

ience for employment could help to proMote Volunteerism. Increasing academic

credit for volunteer experience, offering courses on volunteerism or requiring

,community service from students are propOsas that would require action by the
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State Education Department or 'the State University ystem. Yet even these

proposals are in effect to varying degrees across the'Stse and could be promoted

further by a State Office for Voluntary Citizen Participation. Public hearings

or conferences have already been held on specific matters that have Affected

volunteers, such as Senator Pisani's bill providing an income tax fileduction for
t

volunteer service, and they will most likely be held in the future concerning

legislation of potentially malor impact.

PROPOSALS INVOLVING FEDERAL, LOCAL OR PRIVATE ACTION

TWo proposals were made which would require federal action for imple-
,

mentation, while.two others would necessitate local Action and a fifth would

involve the private sectin. Recipients of-block 'grants could be compelled to

demonstrate volunteer usage as a condition to receivineauch federal funding. In
, .

its broadest sense, the proposal is similar to a Florida mandate for a volunteer

impact statement which requires agencies receiving state funding for new programa

to outline efforti to be made to involve vélunteers in program support. Provid-

ingjood stamps as an incentive for volunteers would also require federal action

sincd-ta federal government sets the basic req,irements for participation in

that program. The first of these two proposals requiring federal action would

compel state and local agencies to make, determined efforts to utilize volunteers

in program management and the delivery of services to qualify for block grants.

It also would,atrlangthen the voluntary sector by sensitizing program managers to

the Value 4). yolUfiteers as well at' encouraging them tO'', make meaningful use of

volunteers ,in the increasingly topgher competition fo 'federal, dol. rs. Food

stamps could serve as an incentive for Volunteers inthe same manner as tax

benefits; providing them to volunteers could help them offset their actual

expenses, though inan indirect manner.

Offering private sector release time for volunteer work would not

involve State legislation, but here is another area, where a State Office of

Aulun$Iry gliti4e# ParticOatOin, copld have an impact. 4In its campaign,to prom,pte
.

T . -

increased vOunteerism, a State office could alio'approach private employersgto

encourage` them, to offer release time for all employees. Soma New York State

employers currently offer informal release time while others participate in

"loaned executive" programs. A State office could make a 'strong case.for release

or loaned time for offlce and blue collar workers,. who4e'skills are needed in the

voluntary sector.

A

4t 411,

10
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Reimbursing volunteers fdi their services could run into problems with

public sector agencies, as the provision of pay for services would come under the

Civil Service Law. Volunteers serving with nonpublic sector agencies could be

reimbursed without facing that problem, but the entire nature of volunteerism and

its benefits would come under qUesti6n if volunteers were reimbursed for more

than just their expenses. If they were to received even a fractional salary for

their assistance, volunteers could carry a prohibitive expense for agencies that

were dependent upon'"paid" vplunteers in the delivery of their services,.

Making publid.transportation available to volunteers at reduced fares

would require action by the appiopriate transportation authorities. This would'

be one way of meeting an actual expense incurred by volunteers, but the question

of equity for the transportation authorities arises. One operating agency would

be required to provide the benefit, and thus incur all the Costs, when many other

agencies would benefit at no cost to themselves.
,4

A WEALTH OF IDEAS

The 16 VACs responding to the Task Force's survey have generated a

wealth of ideas for promoting volunteerism in New York State., They range from

tax inCentives for volunteer work and -charitable contributions to creation of a
,

State Volunteerism Office, which could promote volunteering on a statewide basis.

They have also includd offering Workers' Compensation coverage for volunteers

-and placing a greateremphasis upon volunteerism studies and volunteer work in

'the State's educatiohal sictor.

The Task Force next"cons*dered how state volunteer offices have aided,

other states and what benefits those states have offered to,stimulate in6reasea,

volunteerism in an attempt to assess the potential they could have-for promoting

volunteerism in New York State.

7
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THE ROLE OF THE. VOLUN1TEER OFFICE
IN OTHER'STATES

SURVEY OF STATE VOCUNTEER OFFICES

The Task Force's August, l98l.survey of the then 25 State Offices of

'Voluntary Citizen Participation (SOVCP) brought responses from 20 states. Their

respolises showed that although there are many Unique characteristics in each of

the dtateg, there are likewise many underlying similarities in the ways the

statits with such offices attempt to support and promote theievoluntary sectors.

Common to most SOVCPs are efforts to:

promote volunteerism through media campaigns;

encourage state agencies to make effective use of volunteers;

recognize volunteers through an awards program;

- keep state and local agencies informed about developments in the
voluntary sectoi through 'a regularly published' newsletter;

4 sponsor or 'assist with training-related i4orkshops "for,"local
agencies to assist them th making more effective.use Of,their
volunteer resources;

provide other types of technicil assistance, u on Aequest, to /
state and lol agendies in the4t efforts toiutia ze:.volenteers;'
"and' 4-

provide library and clearinghouse ,services to help state and
local agencies share ideas and resources.

11,

Several of the state votunteer offices also reported that they serve as advocates

fortthe voluntary 'seCt4, as in.the promoiion of legislation benefitting VOlun-

tee6; assisl in setting up local voluntary action centers; and superviie special

programs, such as refugee resettlement in.several Southern states and the Texas

program for first-time parents that helps them understand their growing chil-

dren's needs. Of the 20 responding .states, Florida and South Dakota reported

that their offices were closing due to political readons (neither office was

legislatively created and therefore, hdd no guaranteed continued existence as
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changes occurred in state government leadership or its philosophy), while Idaho's

SOVCP was going to an independent,/nonprofit status because the Idaho Legislature

declined to fund it any further,

BASIC CHARACTERISTICS OF A STATE VOLUNTEER OFFICE

Table 16 outlines the basic characteristics of the reiponding SOVCPs.

Tbe method of creation (whether by executive order or legislative enactment),.to

whom the office reports, the staff size as of August, 1981, the reported budget

for the fiscal 'year thet inc.luded that August and Whether or not the SOVCP

received ACTION- fundineat any time for either general or special operations are

summarized in the table. -As can'be seen, State Offices of Voluntary Citizen.

Participation ace not large operations. They range in staff size from noad-
,

ditional staff in Misburi, where the function is assigned to the Lieutenant

Uovernoesoffice,toh4 in North Carol na, which is reputed to have one of the
1 I

A

meet sophisticated voluntary action opez4tions in.the country. Those ttho states

also encompass the budget eitremes, with needditional funds designateci for the

Lieutenant Governor in Missouri for the purpose of promoting, volunteerism to the

$500,000 provided for the North Carolina office. New Jersey'also reported no

specific appropriation for its single-person operation, while Texas reported the

second-highest level of support at' $350,000. in follow-up conversations with

many of the state offices, $100,000 was frequently mentioned as the ideal start-'
7

up funding level, but that figure bid been the maximuM1,1evel It which ACTION

would initially fund a -SOVCP as a seed-grant. Only two statei, Missouri and

Rhode Island, had not received some form of financial support from ACTION; most

bad received antoperatiOg or start-up.grOt diirimg one of inore Of their initia(1

years of operation.

Although an executive order from the governor was the favorite route

for initially starting a SOVCP, here, too, there were exceptions. Georgia's

office was initiated by the
#
State's' commissioner of administrative services while

the offices in Arkanses, Connecticut, Rhode Island and Virginis were started by

statejegislative acton. In discuesing the method of formatien with SOVCP and

ACTION officials, it was discovered that legislative enactment had the advantage

of giving permanence and program stability to the office, enabling it to trans-

cend changes in gubernatorial,administration. Half of the offices, however,

responded ,that they reported' to someone other than the governor. With the

exception of the Rhode Island office, which'is a commission that reports to,its



Table 16

State *Officet o Voluntary citizen" Participation

State How eated

(Arkansas

California

'Colorado

Connecticut

Florida

Georgiat,

.I.daha)

Illinois

,Indiana

Iowa

kentuAY'

Minnesota

Missouri

.New Jersey

New Mexico

Legi lature

Gove nor

Gov4inor,

Legislature

Not Reported

'Commissioner
of Administra-
tive Services

Governor

Governor

Governor

Governor

Governor

Governor

Governor

t

Governor

Governor

North Carolina Governor

Rhode Island

.South Dakota* ,

Texas

Virginia

tNOTE: Replies not received from Hawaii, Louisiana,' Massachusetts, Mississippi
..

and Oklahoma.
.

.7

Legislature

Governor

Governor,

Legislature

Reported
Staff ACTION,'

To Whom Reports Size Budget Funding

Governor 4 2/3 $100,000 Yes

Governor 1b9,000 Yes

Governor's Human 3 ' 62,56k les
Services Ass't:

Office of Pole 4 p.t. 30,000 Yes

and Management-

Governor 12 Y 230,000

Dept. for CoT-
munity Affairs

GovsrnOr

Governor

Governor

Governor

T5,000 Yes

Not
Reportedv

137,000', Yes

13,341floa

.Dept, for Local
Government

Dept. of Admin-
istration

Lt. Governor

Dept.
munit

of CM"
Affairs

rnor ,

vern

Legislature

Social Services

Governor

Secretary of
Human kesolirces

86.,00Q,

_

3 74 , &OO YesH

1 40,000 = Yes_
_

158-,700

0 ,0 Na ,

1 -0 Yes

3 '30,900 Yes

14 .'500,000 Yes

38,000 No

3 ' 60,000 Yes

350,000 Yes

164,,000,, Yes
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legislature, thz SOVCPS that did not report ,directly to the governor did report

.to a ranking state official either in the4gOvernor's office or heading a major

state aiency4

CLOSE-UP ON THREE STATE VOLUNTEER OFFICES

Cakfornia
Closer examination of the operations of several of.the more active.

SOVCPs proVides an indication of what sudh an office could do to promote volun-

teerism in New York State. CalifOrnia, which had a five-person office as of

Autumn, 1981, began as an operation, authorized through the executive budget. In

1978 it was officially organized by legislative enactment and provided with its

own budget. It his receiVed partial funding from ACTION an4\reports directly to

the governor. The California Office for Citizen Initiative and Voluntary Ac-

tion's main thrust has been tO support State agencies in their' efforts to utilize

volunteers.. The use of volunteers in Californilopvernment is quite extensive,

with 499,692 volunteers annually saving the State $72.6 million ( .

The activitres that the' California office pursues in ts efforts to

promote volunteerism in,the Stzte are quite diversOand extensive as a sampling

of the office'i work plan for 1981-82 indicates. Included 4 the plan were

objectives that :sought to:

develop -and implement a State plan for the recognition of
citizen initiatives and voluntary action;

cosponsor z conference of corporations, foundations, nonprofits
and governMent to discuss alternative funding, for social serv-

.

iees;

cosponsor the Governor's Executive FelloWs Erograd;

develop tekniOil assiStlince risougr,lefflaterials_O the areas of
funding optiOnl-nonprOfits; training resources, corporate
volunteer'programs and volunteer program development; -

%

deVelop hd publish directories Apf.volunteer Organizations;

develop he leadership of-the Indochinese refugee community to
its.economic self-refiance;

develop a program too encourage State employees to volunteer in
community and State violunteer programs:,

develop a, proposal ad implementation plan for the summer day
care program dosponsored by Kids on Kampus;
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OD develop &program tO encourage State civil service retirees to
-volunteer within State and lotal'goyernment; .

develop and provide a one*day treining workshop for State

Volunteer Coordinators;

conduct a survey within State service yhich documents existing
levels of volunteer-service; end

promote and advocate for volunteer components in projects or
grants funded by the State (2).

This extremely wide range of activities represents.only about halfrof the of-

fice's objectives for the year. It recognizes that a multifaceted approach is

needed to strengthen the voluntary sector in California and it focuses on the

technical types of assistance that an office with a limited staff can provide*

Careful scrutiny olf the objectives reveals few that have the office direetly

delivering services. Usually, the California office is working With other

agencies to help them deliver a service or it is,assisting them to find addition,.

al resources--primarily volunteers or funding--that will enable them to deliver

services more effectively or at a higher level. That philosophy of seeking to

maximize resources, rather than deliver services directly, is common to almost

all of the SOVCPs.'

Texas

The Governor's Office for VolUnteer Services (GOVS) in Texas provides .

the greatest yariety of directly delivered services of any of the SOVCPs replying

,to the survey. The Texas office provides the regular services eXpected from a

SOVCP,.' such es ,the provision of technical assletance to.local voluntary action_ _

centers, publication,of.aquarterly newsletter and the mainten4nce.of-4-11Erary

of books and technical 'mantels on maneging,volunteer-programs. In addittion to'

these efforts, GOVS operates:--
c

thaRunaway Hotline, a nationwide, toll-free telephone service
'forrunaway children;

the Beautify Texas Council; which hai-a paid project director in
the bOVS.office;

the Texas.Refugee Resettlement Assistance Program, wiiich also
has'a paid director in the GOVS office;

the Pierre the Texas Pelican program, which is a series of 28
free informational newSletters designed to help parents under-
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stand how their children grow and learn through the first six
years of theix

o the Texas Volunteers for Immunization Action., which works with
volunteers in hospitals to distribute information to nek mothers
on the need to immunize their babies against childhood diseases

(3).

Even with these directly delivered programs, though, the Texas SOVCP relies verY

heavily npon Volunteers to actually Provide its services on the local level% A

staff equivalent toseven and one-half people cannot hope to have a major impact

on the local level with so many programs without assistance from volunteers:

tte

North Carolina

North Carolina's is the largest of the SOVCPs. Known as the Governoes
. , .

Office of Citizen Affairs, the unit was established in 1977 through an executive

order that merged the Office of Citizen Participation and the Ombudsman. Office

due to then-Goyernor Hunt's desire to make "government more responsive and

accountable to all citizens of the state and that all North Carolinians be

encouraged to volunteer their time And talents in service to others and their

communities." (4)* As found in soMe of the other states that have SOVCPs, an

advisory council was added, and that, too, was done through, executive order in
.

1978.. The North Carolina office is nntisual in that it both promotes volunteeriSm

and acts as a citneU ombudsman. The_ombudsman aspect saw the office handle

14,433 "cItizen cases" from 1977 through 1981. Each case ,wa a request or

complaint that required an inVestiogation and reply by a State agency or the

Gov_ernoeOffibe of--CATtltei Affeirthrr-tdditIon,r4-the-OMb6,man-lain4i4mo_saw

the.unit handle approximately three times as many requestsA for information

regarding State gpvernment as it did "citizen cases,"'bringing the total .of

contacts with the public to 57,732 for the first four years Of the combined

office's operation (5).

In its effort to-strengthen its voluntary sector, the North Carolina

office has also undertaken.a variety of projects that are more.traditional !or a

SOVCP. The GoVernor's Office of Citizen Affairis has:

4t) sponsored statewide recognition programs to'highlight individ-
e uals and 'organizations active in the volnntary sectbr;

developed a volunteerism promotion .campaign that included
packets for distriblition across the State and billboards that
featured the slogan"Remember When Somebne Helped You?";
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published a newsletter, the North Ciirolina Visions, to,keep
----Age4unteers-reefneefrity---grotrpsdfrt1- eerhMenf7-UTormed about

developmentsin,the voluntary sector;

published special materiaa ls to aid communities, such as Getting
Together: A Community Involvement Workbook and Linking People
To Programs: An Information and Referral Guide;

encouraged over 23,000 volunteers to participate in the Adopt-A-
School program which got community groups and businesses to aid
673 schools in 32 school systems;

0

assisted with' refugee resettlement in the State by acting as a
liaison between private voluneeer resettlement organizations and
public agencies;

spodsored tin'ACT1ON-initiatA program; Payday '80, which sought
to address-the problem of.youth unemployment; and

,initiated programs like Community Watch and Energy Conservation
which Were later transferred to other State agencies (6).

_

As in 'California, the pattern of programs here either saw the office providing,

technical assistance to other agencies or, organizations or starting activities

that would be taken over in whole or part by other groups. Due to the modest

staffing level--14 is still* quite small if direct service delivery is to be

considered--even this largest of the. SOVCPs had to limit its direct involvement

in the delivery of coMmunity services. That is an;extremely important point to

consider in the development of any SOVCP. Suchoffices are not designed to

provide a new route for the delivery of state or community services but rather to

work with existing state_and local agencies and community groups to help them

discover new ways of utilizing volunteers to retain:or expand their efforts to-

serve the public

OTHER STATES' BENEFITS FOR VOLUNTEERS

In addition to the information it gathered about the operation of state

volunteerism programs, the Task Force's survey of SOVCPs also-sought to collect

information on the types of benefits other stated offer to encourage volunteer-
,

ism.* Half of the 20 states that responded to the survey reported that they

provided one or more types/ of benefits to encourage or preserve volunteerism.

These bedefits generally,fall into two categories: those that are available to

volunteers in general and those that.are /mailable only to volunteers serving

Iwith st te government. One exception to this general rule arose in Vitginia,
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..whichg-411/srs tax credits for busllina_fiME_Ehich prpyid9neighborhoad assistance

or community services to the impoverished. Table 17 summarizes the findings of

the survey. In essence, Iproviding benefits for volunteers ia fairly new_can-
,

cept. Deductions have been aVailable for charitable contributions, but little

consideration has been given to donated services. Now that there appears to be

Table 17

Reported Benefits for Volunteers

State For Volunteers in State Service For Volunteers Generally

'Arkansas travel reimbursement; may 25 cents/mile deduction

furnish meals; liability for travel; meals and

protection lodging deduttible

Colorado none 11 cents/mile deduction
for allowable activities

Connecticut none training and experience
credit towards state
employment

Florida

Idaho

liability protection none

liability protection;
expenses reimbursement;
Workers' Compensation
.coverage

liability exemption for
food donations

Iowa none mileage deduction for
travel set equal to rate
for state emiSloyees

Minnesota some agencies reimburst none

expenses

New Mexico none training and experience
credit towards state em-
ployment;

North Carolina liability protection

Virginia none

training and experience
credit towards state em-
ployment; mileage deduc-
tion for travel set at 90
percent of business rate

ita* credits for business
/firms which provide neigh-
borhood assistance or
community services to the
impoverished



growing recognition of the need for volunteer assistance in the delivery of
_

paiT2-iervices$ efforts are-bng made to stimulate higher leVels of vOluntee'r

activity.

The volunteer benefits that are now being provided help volunteer? meet
0

the costs that they incur in the giving of their time or assist them by preparing

them for career changeS or advancement. They do not provide a compensation that

is in any way equivalent to a salary; doing so would defeat the concept and

value of volunteerism. But offering modest benefits recognizes that there are

inherent costs to volunteers in their efforts to be of service. Many nontradi-
_

tional volunteers such as the retired, the economically disadvantaged and dis-

placed homemakers can help their communities or be of assistance in state pro-
,

grams with modest assistance. Reimbursement for mileage helps defray commuting

costs, which have become.a significantrfactor since the oil boycotts of the
,

1970's. State assumption of volunteer liability an the same basis as liability
_

protection --for.-paidamplayeas- meanwhile reagnizes that volunteers, are noW.

performing ?ignificant services for government and need the same defense against

suits fordamages where malice is not a factortas paid eMployees performing_the

same or similar tasks. Offering training and e:Terience credit for state employ-

ment also strengthens the voluntary sector by\ enabling nontraditional volun-

teersstudents and .displaced homemakers, for example--to strengthen their

credentials for employment in a commtitive job market that now' stresses posses-

sion of the requisite skills prior to hiring.

The creation of SOVCPs and the provision of several limited benefits

for volunteers in other states indicate that.actions can and have been taken at
. _.

the, state level to stimulate volunteerism. These other states have been con-

cerned enough about the potential value Of increased volunteerism to adopt pro-

gr ms that seek to make more effective use of,this relatively inexpensive man-

p o er resouree. New-York-State-has-elso-taken-Sever -ial mpartant, initial-steps:

to 'make better Use of its voluntary sector, with some state agencies blending

volunyirs into their programs and several modest benefits already being provided

for volunteers. The next section of this report examines how three New York
. .

.

State agencies'make use of volunteers.and it outlines several benefits that are
dr .

already'available for volunteers. It aly) reports on several earlier attempts to

establish a State volunteer office in New York. Knowing what already, exiits is
i

an important first step in developing policies to promote volunteerism because
,

they ought to complement eaCh other and7mesh well with existing programs in order

. to build upon each other in the mbst financially efficient manner for State

government.
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VOLUNTEERS kkl) NEW YORK STATE GOVERNMENT,

The use ofAolunteers by government to supplement or increase its

swrvices a now concept; a number-of New York State alencies already

utilize ekt'etrive, well:orsanized Volunteer efforts. Ai. the same time, New York

now proliides severar-benekits"that.could be, of use in promoting increased volun-

teetism across thA °State. Th4s chapter will review three examples of how volun-

teerS are-prtsently,usedby State agencies to demonstrate thai volunteerism can

fill an'important role in the'preservatibn of-the vital human services that have
, .

been adversely affected by the federai-budget &its. It will then look at exist-

ing benefits provide'd by New'iork State for volunteers which could serve as 0

ic.ornerstone for a new polipy for proMoting volunteerism. It will also summarize
-

earlier, prelimiaarylmorlethat.was ddneoto create a State volunteer office in New

York, seeking to..ascertaln what would be' needed to start up such an office now

were the State-Co follow that route"to stien'gthen its voluntary sector.
_

. 0

STAME AGENCY USE Or VOLUNTEERS

. While pot every StAteor lock agency could be reasonably expected to-

benefit f;op. aninceeased use of vOlunteers--they would not, for-example, be of
4

. , . .

much use in
.

constxuption
.

work on highways on tridgese=tho experiences of three
. .

Siete agehcie that have mad6 effective.use el voluners iindAcetOs .that *he *
A

volunteer ca n become an,even moreo.iiportant component in-thdeTiVery of human
. .

services. tol.unteers bave filled idipoTtant and chialeneng roles With State
,

agencies, helping State progralls euifill'their'miSsions while entibling regular
.

State employees to..inctease their effectiVeness in a timeof lOited resources.

'The three sgencies--the Department of Correctkons, the.114.4on of Substance'

Abuse Services 'and the Qffice of tlental Retardation and Developmental Disibili-
.

ties--that were selectvd for the ovefillew.of their use oflvolunteers demonstrate

that volunteers,can make.significant contributions to St4e and local prOgrams

"Old are being used in an effective and professional manner by State agencies. In
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no way, however, was...their selection meant to be critical of any other,State

agencies; use of the volunteer in State government is already too widespread to

be thoroughly catalogued by a report of this length.

Clipmetrnent of Corredtional Services

The Department of Correctional Services is one of the State's agencies

that makes Significant use of volunteers in'the attainment of its primary func-

tion, which is the rehabilitation of criminal offenders. According to its

Director of Correctional, Volunteer Services, the Department utilizes 3,000
A

volunteers on a regular, monthly basis for services other than entertainment,

which works out to approximately one volunteer for every eight inmates (1).

Entertainment involves a similar number of volunteers, but they are noi accounted,

for in the same manner as other volunteers. Volunteers are AO by the Depart-

ment to supplement correctional services in a number cif, areas, including:

o ,instructional assistance in areas like art, drama, music and

vocational training;

'e prerelease assistance in finding jobs and housing, training in

resume writing and practicing job interviews;

e religious services;

one-to-one counselling; and

legal, medical, and other professional services (2).

Cit4ens with a wide variety of backgrounds and expertise are thus utilized by

the'Department in its mission to rehabilitate its inmates.

Volunteerism in prison work began ill 1813 in England and quickly spread

to the United States, where volunteers were instrumental in developing the

condepts-of probation and correction (3). The nature of that involvement has'

changed over the decades ss the science of penology has matured.

The citizen volunteer's entrance into the correctional process

evolved as the concept of corrections replaced that of*Punishment

of criminals. However, as the various areas of corrections became

professionalized--taken over by persons specifically trained for,

this type of work such as counsellors, socia workers, psycholo-

gists, toachers,,etc,--the role of the privatQ citizen was virtu-

tally eliminated. By the middle of the twentieth century the
),Frofessionals had almost completely '-assumed the positions pre-

viously,held by volUnteers.

9
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By the-19.00's..r.orrectiOnal practice was broUght full circle. With
the increase in the crite rate after World War II, prison popula-
tions Swelled and "professionals.were unable to provide guidance,
treatment and control to the numerous offenders. ',Human concern
for the incarcerated led us as a society to take a closer look at
the manner in which we offered treatment. It was. becoming evident
that private citizens have a- tremendous personal stake in the
correctional ,process and that they must become involved with
offenders, the majority of whow,4ill one day return to their
communities (4).

The Director of Correctiohal Volunteer SeiVices reports that in,that vein, the

Department's primary goal behind volunteer involvement has changed from ein-

creasing the community's awareness and understanding of the criminal justice

system through increased.involvement in the,delivery of services" to "increasing

inmates' employability'once they are released." (5)

Nationwide,, the number of-volunteers involved in corrections haS been

increasing dramatically in recent years. ,One observer reports that 250,090

citizens give tithe every week as volunteers In some phase of criminal justice
. at

work and that the number of volunteers in.correctional agencies has doubled in

the past decade (6)._ The need for such rapidly escalating involvement has been

clear to many.correc,tion Professionals.

in these times of fiscal restraint, increased accountability,
reduction An personnel, and, in general, doing more with Jess,
volunteers ire increasingly needed to perform a variety of ser-
vices in correctional agencies--not to replace professional Staff,
but to enhance their effectiveness'(7).

The volunteer program in the New York State Department of Corrections

has expanded to the point where it has supervisors of volunteer s'ervices at 20 of

its 33 institutions stateid.de, lacking such coordination only at its smaller

facilities. The%Department does- not do mass recruiting, even though it has a
_

promotioW flyer and a comphepsive orientation manual for guiding_volunteers.

bne attempt to,go public with television and radio spot announcements brought a

deluge of_retponSes to the facility that attempted it, overtaxing its ability to

make use of the new'Volunteers (8). Such an overwhelming ru esponse argues that'
. _

there may-well kav,it large pool of volunteers available for many critical,human

services if only it were More nernsively tapped. Instead of mass recruiting,

the Corrections Department prefert-selective recruiting that meets inmates' needs

without compromising security. The-Department's effort is highly professional,

with training, recordkeeping andpublic relations support. - That% effort to-
.
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-utilize volunteers Oolddes a carefully developed policy directive that .instructs

coordinators how to- beSt administertind ,-idOervise thstr-LvoitilLese-4ert4oeis---,-
A

programs . lehabilitation of the inmate is their ultimate goal.

Through theiloits of volunteers the inmate is stimulated to

accept and Partitipate in a vSriety of available programs'ahd

serViCes intended to,returrOlim to a normal and productive life.

Contact w4th the larger community enables the inmete to be exposed

o newi constructive tvays:Of utilizing leisure:tisheoind offers hini

At an cipportunity to gain a better perspective of his ultimate role

in soCiety. 'Prison chapters of natienal organizations such as

A;A., the Jaycees and N.A.A.CTP. reinforce positive participant

attitudeawhich help make this pOssible (9).

The volunteer itv-Corrections is thus par.t of a lighlyprofessional iied program

that seeks to. blend the citizen into the agency's mission drough .involvement,v

that is meaningful to both the volunteers and those they aid.

Division of Substanc*AbusiSirvices
In its mission to reduce the izcideçice and prevalence of ,drug abuse,

the Division of luintance Abuse-Services uti iges volunteers in-three primary

ways.

5

iiolunteers serve at the Divisiohal level on committees and

groups for the purposes af providing "Outside" input on a number

of Division initiatives ihd direct/6ns.

so The ilivition funds,L supports and regulates a statewide netwOrk

of approximately100 community-basidli"pgrathi Which provide a

Variety of drug treatment, ,rehabilitation, intervehtion and

'PreventionaerVices. V0440ers r.sre_ ffequently :active in -

a4pinistrative, public relationS id Iundraislng. rores with

thise programa.

, The Division is working,with abetof existing and newly, ,
,

egtabtished community action. groups , outs We.' -its ,rietwork. of

funded services , to h'elix,., initiate', vo1uixteee*-ac,t041:y at J.the

loCal`. /eve I . Volunteers are involved in idei(tifying and re- .

solving ,dtug abuse problems (10).
. ....

These.broad ranies of activities Suggest that, witbOut supPlanting existing State-
e-

personneA, voliinteers ,have msde imPOrtant contributions to the ,Division's work'

and have fOund, direct involvement in the delivery of local. services.

-At the' Divisional lexe4 the Cititens Alfiang to Prevent Drug Abuse

(CALPDA) analYzes "drug abuse issues iand''adVises the Division on 4loW. private

sector resourcero can best be utilized tools rest-problems throughout the State."
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(11) A 40-member group 'which includes business, -labor, education, clergy* and

tiorentakergeni!nat-koir4e' presentae4ver,--CAPOA-has-emught.-43-..-------

increase awareness of the extent of the drug problem throughout
New York State;

increase awareness of the prevention, intervention and treatment
services available;

assist communities In developing initiatives to dial with local
drug problems; and

increase private,sector involvement in State andlocal efforts
to fight drug abuse (12).

CAPDA thus filla ..vital 'role bY'using volunteers, to lied* prOfessionala.and

concerned local citizens identify the problems and mobilize ihe reSources to deal

with4rug abuse problems.

Another group providing Divisional-level suppvt is the_CoMmittee on

PrescriptiOn DrUg Misuse. Eitabiiihedin 1918, it is comprised--'of Medical

-industry, lahdr, pharmaceutical manufacturing and drug abuse treatment and

idecation experts 'Who are developing Inoirams 4ind materials to heighten ;he

public and hetlth professionals' awareness of prescriptkon drug dangers,' misuses

and dependencies (13). In meeting this ihjeotive, the Committee serves as a.

ceStial inforiat'ionresource and organizes special education programs.
a

Division personnel have identified,a variety of usefUl roles through

which volunteers ai&Orug programs fu it ed by the Dii;ision. These have iWd.ludedli,

promotingHprogram goa1s, nbjectives and- servidai( in their
comilunities at civic anecommunitywide functions;

c- taa.andOrtigidraising activit%os ''and'direct Attlicitatien
drives;

responding to requeets for program informationi
,

distributing prpgram literature; _and-e,,

providing iiffi'oe and *clerical support, (14).

Volunteers also donate their time,in actkititi, like alterna%ive yoith programs

and community "hot-lines," that involve them ip th0,44rect'deliveryof'serviCes

to the clients -of the Division's clunded prografts,, In .iddltion, each funded' 4!
,

program his a "Board-of DirectorecOmpOseeof volufiteers yho"reflect the needs

of their communities (15).
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----40444.4e.e.t.dr.,ogimunit roupt_Assist the Division's outside funded
- , T"WitiAbwr,

progillasbyrtgeSTITITdriggprubtarts and locating resources that can aid in

'solving them. .Many of these groups deyelop educational efforts and local-

projects to °Combat drug abuse. -The Division noted one such project, the "Stop
-

, Marijuana Week," organized by the Flatbush Coalition of Concerned Clergy and

Community.of Brooklyn. A week long, unified series a sernions, schodb assemblies
,

and classes, parent meetings,_radio interviews and newspaper stories spotlighted

I* 43

the dangers of marijuana use by the Boraugh's youth (16).

The Division has felt that volunteers meet an "important need" in its

assignment to reduce the incidence-and'Orevalence of 'drug abuse. It has stated

tbst"In view of fiscaIscutbacks at all levers of. goverriment,,the use a volun-

teers is further amPiified The t.reW'iOrk SLie tii4sion ji Substance Abuse

Services shajlcontinue to utilize_volunteers, andendorses efforts to promote

increased volunteerism." (17) too, volunteers have found meaningful roles

theState and local level54- The Division it one more-Stateagency thitt gives

credence to the argument that volunteers, can be used to good offe.dt in the

delivery of-needed hpMan services.

Office co4 Mental' Retardation and Developmental Disabilities
The'third State agency in this overview, the Office of Mental Retards-

tiOn and Developmental Disabilities (OMRDD), makes wide use of volunteers in

providing "qualitative" services to its clients. In 1981-82, the Office recorded

1,133,275 hours of service from 39,659 volunteers (18).

.01RDD managet its vOlunteeTis in a professional manner. The Office is

completing work on a volunteer administration manual and annually reCTOgnizes the

volunteers ett its facilities across the Suate with recognition banquets at which

certificates, plaques and a volUnteer of the year'intard are presented (19),. ThaP

volunteer, of the year.Tecognition parallels-the recognition given to the out-

standing paid employet, thereby 'testifying td the importance of volunteers in

'MOD's 'operations. OMRDD's Director of Volunteer Services, noted that "the

volunteer brings a quality into the life of the client" that is important to the

agency but difficult to measure in strict dollar terms (20). Of importance to

tht4 development of policies seeking to promote vdlunteerism in New York State,

he added that many volunteers are interested in obtaining .employment experienlq,

athat will aid them in the job market4(21). Volunteers' intet in uiing their

experience to aid in:their'search'for employment tits in to the Gallu0 findings
-

discussed in the ear.lier chapter entitked "The Nature of Voitin ism" and sup-

vel
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ports the Director's belief th volunteers deserve "stringent," or profes-

sionally-cOnstructed, job descrip ions. Where they are used, job descriptions

help volunteers select the type of position they would like to fill and could

help to document their experience when they ariply for paid positions.

OMRDD's draft policy manual for volunteer administrators includes

sample job descriptions for v Iunteers in recognition Of that need and serves as

a guide to volunteer admin'1,strators by outlining administrative procedures,

characteristics of volunteers, volunteer benefits, recognition techniques-and

professional ethics for volunteer seirvice administrators among its.major topics.
: .

It clearly recognizes the importance'of the volunteer in fulfilling the agency
1

s

overall mission-.

The essential ingredient of any volunteer services it the volun-
teer. The word conjures up varying images to'' various,personst
Some think in terms of 'free help' others 'aids to staff', 'unpaid
employees', etc. Volunteers are persons offering time and talents
to the service of ,others. That is no small offer and deserves an
appropriate response (22).

Volunteers have thua made a major contribution to the wofk of OMRDD and have

experienced a professional and carefully thought-out 'approach to their use.
;

"EXISTING BENEFITS FOR EMPJRE STATE VOLUNTEERS '
,

'New,York already ,provides important benefits that could be used,to

promote volunteerism generally and increased voluntary service with State agen-
,

cies. Foremost among them is the acceptance of Alevant volunteer experience in'

qualifying for Civil Servieepositions. In addition,:the State provides Workers'

Compensation and liability coverage for "regular" 'Volunteert'in approved State

agency programs that could be an enticement for obtaining voluntary eXperience in

the State's delivery of human services. These benefits would have even greeter

impactvere they more widely known.

Volunteers were allowed to deduct 9 cents per mile.pn their 1981 State

income tax returns for automobile costs incurred as part of their volunteer wdrk.

That,benefit, though,,has been questioned by voluntary sector spokespersons as

insufficientand discriminatory in view of the 20 cents per mile allowed for the

unreiMbursedhusiness use of a vehicle. In that respect, the current volunteer

autOmobile-uSe deduction may not be one that would hold much proMotional value

for strengthening volunteeriserwere it publicized: Persons making charitable
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contributions may deduct them on their.State income tax xeturns if the

long form to itemize their deductions, bit they will not be able to

tontributions without itemizing even though"Congress enacted a sepa

ibility for ,charitable contributions for federal taxpayers takin

deduction. New York would'have to take separate legislative

that'tax benefit to State taxpayers.
k

Ciyil Service Credit
Relevant volunteer experience has teen accepted

by the State's Department of Civil Service since Novemb r

the new policy, then-Commissioner Victor S. Bayhou st

the new policy will enhance State, employMeni opportu

to, Teturn to the work force after years as homem

essence, the Civil Service Commission was

the

those

deduct-

e standard

a t on to extend

as a general practice

1979. In announcing

ed, "It is expected that

ties among women who plan

ers and mothers." (23) In

accepti volunteer experience as an

affirmative action tool. The va'lue of 'volu

attion tool was further recognized in a 1981

on.evaluating training and eiperience (T & E'

The report noted:

T & E's arg one of the most
selection procedures in cases

primarily written tests, have b
T & E's can'be designed to al
possession of job-relevant
ties], regardless of where
Such T.& E's do not rely sol
of experience in specific
possible demonstrations of
tend to have less adverse
been underrepresented in
occupational fields. T
individual achievements
title, or awarding c

experience, also serve
minorities to demonstr

ntee experience as an affiimative

D artment of Civil Service report

as a means of employee selection.

requently employed alternativg
where other selection devices,,,

en found-to have adverse impact.
w candidates to demonstrate their
hs [knowledge, skills and abili-

how those KSA!s were obtained.'
y on academic credentia.ls or length
aid employment,settings 'as the only
required KSA's. Consequently, they
pact on groups that have traditionally

ormal academicsettings and in certain
& E rating plan options, such as crediting
ather than employMentap.a particular job
dit lor part-time, volunteer and life

o broapien the opOortunitieg, for women,and
te their qualifications (24).

nd

Many of the that have r lied upon affirmative action can now benefit from

volunteer experjence, althoug the use of relevant volunteer experience is not

liAited to them alone.

Most open competi ive examination announcements from the Civil Service

Ddpartment now carry langua e announcing the recognition of volunteer ex0erience,

Phrases such as "part-time or volunteer experience, that can be verified, will. be
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accepted on a prorated basis" or "appropriate unpaid or part-time experience

which can be verified will be accepted on a prorated basis" announce the DepaA-

manes willingness to accept relevant experience. Many local civil service

commisssions also accept volunteer experience (25). The Department of Civil

Service treats,such experience in Ihe ,same manner as full7time, paid employment,

proratihg it and investigating it in the same manner as it does other experience

when doing pre- or post-hiring credential checks. The Department reports that ir

has a wide distribution of examination announcements, including libraries,

employment offices and, where appropriate, special sites for particular'ahnounce-
,

ments (26). New York State thus possesses a partiCtlarly useful promotional tool

when seeking to stimulate increased, volunteerism because verifiable-volunteer

experience, whether with government- or voluntary sector agencies,, can give an

individual a boost in the competition for paid employment in the present tight ,

job market.

Workers' Compensation and Liability Benefits'
Volunteers'who serve on a regular basis with State ag ncieS can receive

certain State employee insurance benefits, specifically,Workers
1
Compensation and

liability coverage Wdrkers' Compensation is provided forUnder Section 3 of the

Workers' Compensation Law, which in part states:

The head of any department of the state government.may, with the
.prior written approval of the director of the budget, accept or
approve the acceptance by any bureau, agency or other unit within
said department ofo the services of a volunteer worker without
salary,mend such a volunteer worker shall be deemed to be an

employee in the emplpyment of 6he 'state in the unclassified
service for the purpos of this chapter (27).

If their work would otherwise ualify them for Workers' Compensation coverage,

then volunteers' are eligible for it provided .that the agency, with which they

volunleer has receive permission for the extension of that coverage to them.

Volunteers are under State liability coverage through Section 17 of the

Public Officers Law, which provides for the defenSe and indemnification of state

officers and 'employeg.i. It extends that coverage ti) "a volunteer expressly

authorized to participate in a svate-sponsored volunteer program." (28) They

thereby receive the same liability protection, if they are in such a state-

sponsored program, as paid employees as long as any action.requiring coverage Was

not willful and wrongful or an act of gross negligence.
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These benefits are important tO volunteers because a volunteer could

sustain an injury in the_course of his or her activity for whiN they are not

covered by private tnsurance. Lack of liability coverage might also be a drawr

backforsomedueto'fearofsuitbroughtagainstthemfor some nonnegligent act

that they committe4 while -Volunteering--similar to the fear that the "good

1

samaritan
I, may face a lawsuit resulting froM a well-intentioned attempt to help

an injured indiividual in need of immediate assistance. The existence of these

benefits gives the State another promotional tool for recruiting, volunteers to

help in the provision of the human services that have been endangered by the

federal budget reductions.

PRELIMINARY WORK ON A STATE. VOLUNTEER OFFICE

4

Cohsiderable background research has been,done towards the creation of

a NewYork State Office of Voluntary Citizen Participation. Even though it is

dated; it can serve as a guide. for what would be needed to initiate a SOVCP to

help strengthen New Yark's.voluntary sector as part of a larger, creative strat-

egy for meeting the challenge of the NeW Federalism:.

t

Backgrouhd Research'
Accor d ing- to a. -pos on --paperprepar-ed 124.i4Ad Roc. Committ,eo_c:i Stat

Agency Adminiatrators of Volunteer Service Programs, federal and State'initia-

tives to create and'support SOVCPs across the nation grew out of a 1968 National

Governors Conference,recommendation (29). Initial efforts towards the creation

of such an office in New York State began in 1970 with the convening of an

interdepartmental committee, representing 19 State depart4lents and agencies, to:

coordinate existing citizen participation programs;

compile a resource inventory of volunteer programs; and

initiate programs for the recruitment and training of volunteers

(30).

. 1

Among the early efforts it'undertook to achieve *hese goals was a 1971 conference

of State and private sector leaders that it convened at the Institute on Man and

Science at Rensselaerville, New .York, on "Volunteerism: A Voluntary-State

1

Government Relationship.
II One.of the conference

I sl major recommendations was its
,---,

.

1

call for the-creation of a State Office for Volunteers.
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At the.time the interdepartmental Committee began to fall into.disuse

in 1974 due to the "absence of Executive coordination, direction, and support"

(31), the fedetal government launched its program to establish state volunteer

,offices across the country. Several proposals were drafted by parties interested

in the creation of a SOVCP for.New York for submission to ACTION beten 1975 and

1977, but they were not officially submitted for approval. The highwater mark in

those efforts to create a SOVCP was reached in July, 1978, When State afid volun-

tary sector representatives met in Albany to review what had been done toward

establishing a State volunteer office in New York and to develop the concep.

'further.

Some discussion was held with regard to detailed objectimes but it
was generally felt that the citizefis board (New York State Council
on-Voluntary Citizefi participation) should ultimately determine
these objectiVes (32.

The meeting also generated three budget proposals, envisitining an $85,000 bare-

bones effort, a $165,000 medium-size operation and a $300,00 thaximum 'impact

program. Those attanding.the meeting agreed that.the mazimuy impact program was

the budget most desirable (33). The group's general conclusions are worth noting

because they provide a starting point -for work on a new proposal. They are

reproduced ifiTable 18. UnfCtttunately, gubernatorial election year poritics took

pretedetiCé`In4-1978crther-group tfort*-ditt" *mit- 6eitne to friiit1on. Nêt asaign-

ments and other responsibilities removed several participants from the process

while, at the same time, the State's attention was focused on developing the

means of escaping the Empire State's economic eclipse. The impact of that

shifting of priority to other issues prOvidea a soun&rationale for legislatiVe

enactment of,a State volunteer office if attempts to establish one for New York

are renewed.

ACTICIN1 Funding

ACTION has a series of very specific requirements th414,must be met if

federal funding is to be obtained for the initiation of a SOVCP in New York. 'The

details are spelled,out in Volume 45, Number 65 of the Federal Regiater,"but a

brief.review of the major points is summarized below for the purpose of gauging

the responsibilities that would accompany federal support. The major require-

ments are to:
a.
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Table 18

Summary of the 1978 State Volunteer Office proposal (34)

I. Organizational

a) Office should be able to function independently but be a part ofr,

the Governor's OfAdke for the purpose of status/clout.

bj Permanence of office should be guaranteied through legislation.

II. Inter-relations with other agencies and/or organizations (private and

public)

Need to clearly define rôlationships and responsibilities.

b) Critical to have an advisory board.

c) Necessary to deal with the'New York City-New lork State situation.

d) Labor unions and business/industry involiiement is essential.

e) Need to work with Federal Office of Voluntary Citizen

Participation.

III. Staffing

a) Ilicommend Civil Service standing for all staff with only Director

classified as an exempt.position.to prevent problems relative to

'lack of'continuiiy.

b) Alsistant Director and other administrative personnel should be
professional voldnteer services administratOrs with public and

private sector eiperience.

IV. Functional

a) Important that office focus. on coordination to minimize

duplication of effort.

b), Careful consideration must be given to a clarification of the
limits of authority in the setting of policies and standards for

volunteer programs. .(Will there need to be a New York City

Office?) (Other regional locations?)

c) The office should have authority to represent State government
agencies in acquisition of funding for Volunteer services

programs. Left to individual agencies, the prospects are dim.

.d) Important to maintain a generally nonpolitical operation.

e) Need toinclude functional capabilities such as program planning

and development, research and evaluation, grantmanship, etc.,



organize and support a state Coalition of voluntary sector
organization leaders to mobilize their organizations' membership
to address specifi ewide oeeds;

disseminate inf rmation collected on voluntary action and
citizen particip tio6;

prepare and distribute'at least one publication br brochure
annually to report on the Office's achievements;

develop and implement a state Plan fOr volunteer recognition;

assist government agencies and noaprofit organizations to expand
or develop citiien participation and voluntary action activities
to meet basic human service needs;

'develop 'an organization of, citizen volunteers to support state
government human service initiatives or programs;

develop and/or strenthenvPrograms, dctivities or organizations
of former Peace Corps and VISTA Volunteers; and

assist local governments with their deVelopment of voluntary
action and/or citiien participation offices (35).

The State wOuld,, in addition, be required to develop and implement-an Advisory

Committee to the State Office of Voluntary Citizen Participation. Other, op-

tional activities, are open to'the State office under,the ACTION grant, but these

aie the major responsibilities it must meet if it is to seek and maintain, ACTION

funding. Most of the ACTION requirements, tl1pough, match the activities envi-
.

sioned for a State office by its proponents.

ACTION funds are now, according to

$50,000 grant the first year with, as before,

years. The grants are generally not available

unofficial sources, limited to o

decreasing support in Succeeding

following the fifth year of ACTION

funding. They do serve as a start-up grant, but they simultaneously carry

responsibilitiesthat mutt be seriously pursued iLthe funds are obtained.

. THE STATE OF VOLUNTEERISM IN. NEW YORK

Volunteerism is alive and well in New York State government. As the

overview of the three selected State agencies deMonatrates, volkinteera ,can

provide valuable assistance tO their agencies while hieing managed in a profes-
s

sional manner. The State Also provides several benefits that could be used to

promote additional volunteerism. The acceptance of relevant volunteer experience

by the Department of Civil *Service for qualifying for State employment hes
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potential for aiding both government-and voluntary sector agencies in their quest

for more volunteer help. The. Workers' Compensation and liability coverage

afforded "regular" State volunteers can serve as'an additional incentive for

attracting yolunteers to State human service programs. Meanwhile, the groundwork

done on the creation of a State volunteer office could be use4 ae a starting

point for the final attainment of 'that goal. The ongoing successfpl 'use of

volunteers by State agencies, the existence of some benefits for volunteers in

New York and the groundwork done on the creation of a State volunteer office are

all worth keeping in mind as recommendations are developed for strenthening

volunteerism in the Empire State.

The following, and final, ctlapter of this report sets forth five

proposals for bolstering voluneeerism in the Empire State. It bases those

recommendations on the surveys taken of State's local Voluntary Action Centers

and the state volunteer offices across the country, the examination of the nature

of volunteerism and its potential for offsetting the federal budget cuts, that

affect the delivery of human services dnd an understanding of,the current state

of volunteerismiin New York State government. While not attempting to be all-
.

inclusive, the recommendations will hopefully provide a sound basis for strength-

ening volunteerism while pffering a crelitive new strategy for boping w th the New

'Federalism thai.does not jeopardize New York's recently restored ec nomic com-

petitiveness.
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BOLSTERING THE EMPIRE STATE'S
VOLUNTARY SECTOR

FIVE PROPOSALS FOR ACTION

Federal budget cuts are going to haver a profound, potentially negative

impact upon the delivery of.human services in the Empire State. Yet New York

cannot simply dncrease its own tax burden,to make up for thOse cuts; doin

would erase the taxcutting.progress 'achieved since 1977 that hat begun to b eak

the cycle of relatively deeper retessions and weaker economic recoveries thai New

York has experienced fn comparison with,the'nation as a whole. Simultaneou

inflation has pressured families to seek supplem tal part-time income or even

compelled previously,nonworking spouses to enter the job market as second full-

vime wage &Niters, drastiti/lt-alterifig the pool of potential volunteers in the

State as weln4a limiting who can afford to donate to charitable Causes. High

transportation costs and other expenses have imposed additional limits upon those

who continue to volunteer their time. New York State's voluntary sector thus

faces tough challenges that it dust overcome to asisume the greater role in the

delivery of vital services that is necessitated by the federal cuts.

After analyzing those challenges, reliewiing the proposals advanced by

the Voluntary Action.Codmittees (VACs) in response to the Task Force's survey,

examining the efforts made by other states to promote volunteerism and discussing

tentative recommendations with State and voluntary sector representatives,.the

Senate Task Force on Critical Problems has developed recommendations for State

action that will enable the voluntary sector to more effectively contribute to

the delivery of human services. If adopted, these recommendations will strength,-

en the voluntary sector by:

creating a State Offite of Voluntary Citilen.Articipation that
would promote volunteerism statewide, provide training and other
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teChnical services to local agencies anii develop,a statewide

resources data bank;

providing tax hreaks for kvolvnteers who 4onate4 sinificant

amounts.of their time jtoStlate and-comM4i4 agehcies'as an
incentive for 4tdcreased ,licitd#ekparticipation;.

; .

increasing 04,0Olunteer thileage deduction rate from 9 cents per

4nile to the. *siness rate of 20 alms per mile-to ease the

transportation cost barrier;

providing an income tax deduction for .otherwise nonitemized
donations to encourage Smarler donors to support charitable

agencies; and

publicizing, existing State benefits for volunteers more thor-

oughly to stimulate new individuals to enter the voluntary

sector to obtain. work experience and other useful advantages.

While 'these recommendations do not cover every action that could

.promote volunteerism in New York, as, a group they_ provide, the State with a

significant, means of preserving, slick perhaps later expanding, endangered human

services without radically increasing 'State or lOcal expenditurea. &IA' is

.oriented towarda the individuilyolunteer. Though the proposal for the creation

of a State volunteer office for New York does not at first seem to be so ori!.

"vt
ented, is directed to.Ward benefitting the individnal volunteer,because lit

Seeks te- 1dfteive- tetrulttethniques to hglis- bring Eflf individira la- into the

,

voluntary sector and.aid agencies and organizations to make more effective and

satisfying use of their volunteers. An exploration of these recommendations

shows how each will benefit the State and how each can be implemented'at minimal

cost to the State.

CREATION OF A STATE OFFICE OF VOLUNTARY.CITIZEN PARTICIPATION

A State Office of Voluntary Citizen Participation (SOVCP),, as proposed

in this section, could strengthen New York's voluntary sector througll several

creative approaches. Although such an office need not bp established through

legislative action, it is recommended here that the legislative route be fol-.

lowed. A legislatively created office would be less likely to be abandoned as a

predecessor's "pet pro4ect" when a change in gubernatorial administrations oc-

,

curred and, with clear legislative backing, it would have a better chance of ob-
.

taining the limited ACTION funding that may be available as "seed" money for

SOVCPs. The State office ought to be established as closely aligned to the
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Oddernor's Office as is possIble in the organizational framework of State agen-

cies inorder to give it the maximum possible impact with other State agencies

and the greatest possible 'pipstige for working with New York's private

voluntary sectors. Ideally, it should be an independent agency within

Executive Department, with-its chief administrator reportireg-directly to

Governor.

A State Volunteer, office,

the services that were found to be

Voluntary Action Centers across the

and

the

the

NI, 4

once it is functioning, aredid provide many of

needed by the Task Force's survey of local

State. Specifically, a New York SOVCPAEould:

# y

.create a codirt77ized listing of resources available across the
State for meeting community and State agency needs;

coordinate training for community service agencies, drawing dpon
State government resources and private sector skills wkich might
not be available in a given'community;

meet with New York 'State employers to
volunteering programs;

promote volunteerism throlfgh a public
campaign;

encourage corporate

relations/publicity

promote greater use oftvolunteArs within State agencies to
, supplement or enri existing programs; and

encourage'hmre volun eerism studies and activities at schools
and coileges in the State to strengthen the olunteer zthic
among Empire State students.

These are not the only services.that a SOVCP could offer, but'they are important,

initial efforts t at would make the State-Office a valuable resource. for" the

Empire State.

Computer File

One of the first taska of the new State office should be the deVgiep-
.

ment of a computer file of human service needs and resourCes., beginningewith the

information it collects as 'it works with other agencies and local VA05. 'Rune

computer files would be an ongning project which would include, but not be

limited to, matching agency and community needs with:

volunteer interests and skillet
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corporate resourcds.;

outlets for publici4y; and

agency resources available for sharing. .r .

TO keep costs low, existing State Computer resources should be utilized by the

project. ,Success ill,also ge cOnditional upon an intake intervieW,'performed by

a local-patticip ting agency, that provides the backgroundion each volunteer that

is- recruited by any promotional efforts to .tha;, those recruited thtough such

efforts could be Contacted as needs arise Ihat could utiitze any other time or

skills that they might possvs.

44,

raining- for 1...ocal Agencies
Training, particularly management.training, is' needed by:local agen-,

,

cies. The Task Force's survey of VACs found; for example, that onethird of ihe

agencies responding to the survey.felt that assistance with tr)ining was One way

the Stave could help to promote volunteerism. Community agencies often lack the

resources to develop their own training, programs. ,Their staffs ate already

ovetburdened with their agencies' ,primary functions; they lack the funding to

utilize outside training resources;. And their Staffs do riot always haVe ec-

pertise in the fields in which the training is needed. Employeesand voluntee

that excel-in the direct provision of services too oen become managers

administrators without the essential training that would help tO ensure
4

success. State agencies and the) private sector meanwhile possess.consid able

adMinistrative expertise that could be drawn upon to train Local managers and

An Empire State SOVCP could serve as the cata4rst in matchini
,

lOcal trainin needs with State agency And private sectot expertise from the same

or a related field. The State office itself would provide only very limited

training, pr ncipally confined to those areag'of volunteerism for which there are

no other r4dily available resources; its primary function would be to.generate.

outside assistance and coordinate its delivery.

administrators.

Development of New Volunteer Resources
New resources could also be developed by the SOVCP. Three areas where

considerable potential for volunteering exists, ate' in the private employment

sector, among senior citiiens and among students. The SOVCP could approach'

businesses about -developing corporate employee loan programs, through which

company talent, be it administrative, clerical or blue collar, could be lbaried On
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a Short-term basis to government or voluntarY sector agencies for specific

projects. The SOVCP could meanwhile work with the State Education Depattment,

the State University system and .private colleges to develop .curricula and

-activities eldmining the value of community service and promoting volunteering

among studencs. .Although many State agencies already make very effective use bl

volunteers, the State,pffice could work with the vatious units of State govern-

thent to ensure even gteater and more, creative use of volunteers throughout the

State.

HoweVer, it is paramount that volunteers be used by the State to

increase or improve ,its services and not to replace, paid employees The State's

employees ought to be free.to view volunteers as a resouice designe to make them

more effective, not threaten their joEri. Were the latter view to emerge, State

employee morale would be 'endangered' and the value of the volunteers woyld be

undermined, thereby deCreasing productivity per tax dollar rather than increasing
11'

it through the effective use of volunteers.

Public Relations/Publicity Campaign
The public relations/publicity Campaign envisioned ought'to be launched

as a coordinated effort involving SOVCP, other State departments and voluntary'

sector agencies. It Could gain immediate public recognition by building uponthe

State's "I Love New York" caMpaign, tying involvement in volunteer activities to .

pkide in the State. Seeking tb both prOmote and channel greater citizen-volun-

teering, the campaign could develop newspaper articles, television public service,
oft

spots, flyers and other inexpensive promotidnal aids to publicize the critical-
.

need for volunteers. At the Same time,.the campaign.should publicize the exist-

ing benefits for volunteers and any hew ones that are enacted,. The effort needs

ta .be very broad-based in its appeal as the Gallup data has shown that volun-
,,

teers, as a group,.have initially been mOtivated to donate their time through a

wide variety of reasons. CoordinatiOn would be the key, and that would'require a
1

survey of local VACs and State agencies, and perhaps a series of regional Meet-

ings, tol develop a comprehensive list of what needs could be met through a

multimedia campaign.

Office Si Ze

4 A State Office oC Voluntary Citizen Participation need not be an

expensive operation. It is best kept modest, drawing upon existing resources

wherever possible, and making use of the 'same volunteer programs it would be
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promOting for others. Its use of volunteers could extend to the creation of a

20'- to 50-member advisory council composed of State agencyi, local government and

votuntary sector representatives which would keep the office informed of the

needs and the interests of volunteers statewide. Council members would be

reimbursed Only for expenses incurred in the performance pf ;heir' duties. Some

offices in other states have, been stArted with total 4budgets as, small as

$100,000, Isar; or 01 of which was initially provided through ACTION grants,

With ACTION grants now limited to about $50,000 for those state office projects

that are approved for funding, mos; or all of the funding for a New York State

Office would have to come from the State itself. Depending upon the-level of

servides that the New York Office would be expected to provide, the optimal

funding would run between $12.5,0000and $250,000 annually. The minimum operation,

to be worthwhile, would require a director and several staff assistants that,

with secretarial support, would be responsible;for taking needs surveys, planning

meetings, developing the computerized resources data bank, initiating a pubV.c

relations campaign and starting the other projects envisioned in these recom-

mendations. Staffing above the minimum level, though, would enable the State

Office to begin its work more quickly and respond to State.and local agency needs

tore readily.

INCOME 'TAX. CSEDUCTION FOR VOLUNTEER SERVICE

The use of tAx'incentives could be another aVenue for promoting volun-
.

teerism in New York state. While tax incehtives alone would not likely draw the

desired numbers of new people into the volugtary sector, such incentives could,

serve as an enticement to provide greater service than before and demonstrate

that New York State is ,serious in its efforts to encourage greater volunteerism.

Such incentives would thus have both actual and symbolic impacV. Following that

logic, the standards for qualifying for a tax, incentive should be set high enough

to generate an increase in-service that would easily outweigh any Jost tax

revenues.

Senator Joseph R. Pisani introduced legislation in 1980 (S. -9378) that

would have amended Section 615(b) of the Tax Law to provide an increased personal

indome tax deduction for persons donating 50 or more hours of their time.during

the taxable year for any one organization of the charitable nature specified by

the legislation. In 1981, the Senate passed an amended version of the bill (S..

1588-B),but the Assembly did not act on the proposal. Reintroduced as S. 8094



(later amended to S. 8094-A) in 1982, the bill was modified from the earlier

version to establish a higher threshhold for volditteer services. It, too, was

passed by khe Senate but failed to obtain adoption in the Assembly. The 1982

version required a minimum of 100 hours of unpaid, volunteer service during the

taxable year, compared with 50 hours in the version passed by the Senate in 1981.

However, the time could have been split among up to three qualifying organiza-

tions instead'of just one. Senator Pisani's staff reports that S. 1588-B would

have cost the State appro20.mately $4.9 million in tax revenues had it been

enacted while S. 8094-A would have cost only about $2.0 million due to its
.

stiffer time requirements for quelifying for the deduction (1).

AgencieS utilizing volunteers would need to keep records of the time

donated by their supporters, but this would be a minor administrative duty.

Volunteers could fill :cmt time cards which would then be signed and filed by

their supervisors sb that, if audited by the Department of Taxation and Finance,

those volunteers could produce a certified record of their time contributions.

That is not a major departure from what is now required for cash contriputions

when taxpayers are,audited.

Referring back to the survey conducted for Independent Sector, the

Gallup data can be used to calculate the potential 'maximum tax revenue loss for

New York State had S. 8094-A been enacted (see Table 19). To accomplish this,

the Gallup'data on the number of hours volunteered by respondent income level was

matched with New York State Department of Taxation and Finance data that breaks

down the.number of taxpayers 'in the State per income group,. By breaking molun-

teers down into income categories (Column 1) to rdn the cost calculation for the,

bill, it becomes clear.that'not .oJnly is there a higher level of volunteering at

the upper income levels, it is also evident that there is very significant

.volunteering at all income levels. Those in the higher income' levels tend to

volunteer more for the charitable type of activities that would qualify them for

the deduction than those in the lower income groups4 but there is less difference

bere between the groups than there is od the criteria ofotolunteering sufficient

hours to qualify for the tax bene it (2). The maximum number of New York State

taxpayers per inc6me group w could benefit by the Pisani proposal cad be

estimated by multiplying the nUmber Of taxpayers in each income groUp (Column 2)

first by the percentage of the group that volunteers iufficient hours (Column 3)

and then by the percentage volunteerin n the charitable areas that qualify them

for the benefit (Column 4). By se °calculation*, approximately 1,200,000

taxpayers could qualify for this be fit (Column 5 total). The actual. number



Table 19

Estimated Maximum Cost of S. 8094-A
(Based on 1980 NYS Tax Returns), (3)

COLUMN f

Income Group

COLUMN 2

Number
or laxpayers

COLUMN 3

Percent
Volunteering
Sufficient
Hours

COLUMN 4

Percent'
of Those in.
,Qualifying

Areas

COLUMN 5

Numper
Qualifying
Taxpayers

COLUMN 6

Average
Number
of Hours
Donated by
Qualifying
Volunteers*

I.

(Under UAW- 9 498,218 12.5 ' 65.0 40,485 400

$4,00046,999 944,948 17.0 67.0 107.630 400

S7.0°049,999. 1,126,184 19.5 74.0 162,508 400

$10,000114r999 1,599,319 21.0 72.0 241,817 400

$15,000.519,999 1,148:228 21.0' 72.0 173,612 400

$20.000 and up 2,003,430 31.5 76.0 /179,621 400

4.

COLUMN 7 COlUMN 8 COLUMN 9 COLUMN 10 COLUMN 11 COLUMN 12

Avitrage tsti- Benefit

Calculated
Cost (Bene-
fit4Tax-
payer x

mated Value Calculated Average Per Number of

'of Volunteer Average Deduction Effective Qualifying Qualifying

Income'GrouP Hours* 'total Value (5% max.) lax Hate Taxpayer Taxpayers

Under Vf 00 $10,00/hour $4,000 $200 .012 $2.40 $97,164

$4,000.. 199
II!

$10.00/heur $4,000 $200 .018 $3.40 $387,486

S7,000 499 $10.00/hour $4,000 $200 .025 $5.00 $812,540

$10,000. 14,999 $10.00/hour SII,O(H) $200 .035 $7.00 $1,692,719

S15,000..4, 19,999 $10.00/hour $4,000 $200 .045 $9.00 $1,562,508

$20,000 lind up $10.00/hour $4,000 $200 .077 $15.40 $ 7.386.163

MAMMUM rorAL COST $11,920,562

,*Nationvijde< rather tilan inàome group figures,
standard exists, as yet, for the actual value

were used in these two columns. No
or volunteer services.

would be considerably lower, though, because nearly half of th4 Empire State's

taxpayers do not itemize while others would not for various reasons, such as not

filing the required records of their donated holly with the agencies for which

they volunteered, take advantage of the benefit oh their itemized returns. In

going on to calculate the maximum potential cost of the legislation, an average

. number of hours annually volunteered by qualifying volunteers was 'used for all

income groups (Column 6). That average figure was uied because the data did not

give a detailed enough breakdown tp justify using anyother figure. No absolute

varue for volunteer

$1.0.CM per hour was

roughly three times

services is available by income group, thus the figure of

used in Column 7 as a logical one that is, incidentally,

the minimUm wage- Calculations of the) value of-volunteer

services have sometimes used the minimum i..Tage as their basis, but it is unlikely

that taxpayers claiming this benefit will be so conservative in their approach.
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Volunteering 400'hours per,year at $1000 per hour, qualifying !tax-

payers could annually claim $4,000 worth of donated services per year (Column 8)

which, on the average, would allow them, to deduct $200 from their ,unadjusted

incomes (Column 91) because the bill permits them to claim 5 percent Of the value

of their services up to a maximum of $500 per taxpayer. Utilizing the effective '

tax rate (Column 10), whi6h is calculated from Department of Taxation and Pinance

data on income tax retuins, the average benefit per qhalifying taxpayer in each

income group (Column 11) falls within a range of $2.40 for those reporting lesa

than $4,000.annual in ome to $15.40 for those reporting an income of $20,000 and

over. These per t payer benefits, multiplied by the number of qualifying

taxWers in each income group' (Column 5), yield a maximum cost of just under $12

million for New York State (Column 12). That is a maximum- figure, however, and
I

not the, likely cost, which ought to be considerably less as it is exiyemely

unrealistic tO assu ri e that every quarifying volunteer,will take advantage of the I-
. ,

benefits, as explained.above:

The maximum cost analysis for S. 8094-A begins to provide an indication

of the value of volunteer services IL-New York State. It, tOo, is a rough

estimate because $10.00 per hour is not a figure that can be used with absolute

certainty, but it is,a reasonable warking estimate. Those volunteers who would

presently qualify for the Pisani benefit generate\an estimated $4.8 billion worth

of services in New York State annually. Extending a similar approximated value

calculation to all adult volunteers, the Empire State receives $11.5 billion

worth of services from its voluntary sectOr (4). S. 8094-A is one means the

State has to recognize and encourage its volunteers at an eitremely small cost in

terms of the benefits received. The legislation does not seek.to provide a

salary equivalent for volunteers, which would negate the finahcial advantages of

using them, but it starts to address the long-neglected need to encourage their

efforts and make more effective use of citizen talents in an era of liMited

government resources.

The potential value of the concept behind the Pisani bill is enormous.

Looking at just One segment of the poPulation--the 13 percent who volunteer at

least one but less than two hours per week--the legislation would pay for itself

several times over. With roughly seven, illion taxpayers in NewYork State,

there would be about 910,000 taxpayers Ahk volunteer one to two hours per week.

If only 5 percent of that group could be mos1vated to give an extra 60 minutes of
their time per week, and that time were valued at $10.00 per hour, qualifying

organizations and government agencies would receive an additional 2,366,000 hours
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of assistance worth $23.7 million annually. No certain measure of the impact of

S. 8094-A is availSbje, but such reasonably conServative calculations -place the

value of .the Pisanl bill to government agencies and volunteer organizations at

twice the maximum cticulgted cost of the legislation and at least six times its,

estimated likely cost. The restrictions on the types of organizations for which

volunteer time credit could be claimed help to ensure that State and community.

public services will benefit from the bill's enactment. The legislation's

effectiveness would be enhanced if a State-Office for Voluntary Citizen Partici-

pation were publicizing its benefits in a campaign coordinated with local volun-
.

tary action centers, government agencies and comMunity service programs to

-encourage greater-citizen volunteering.

VOLUNTEER MILEAGE DEDUCTION

The volunteer mileage deduction proposal is an uncomplicated issue. /

Individual income tax payers were allowed to deduct 20 cents per mile on their

1981 State

automobile.

vehicle is

and federal fax returns for the

In cases- where automobiles are

used to generate the taxpayer's,

unreimbursed buSiness use of their

needed for,such business use, the

income, which in turn,is taxed to

provide the financial support necegsary for the provision of governmental ser-

vices. Individual taxPayers, however, were only permitted to take a 9 cents per

mile deduction on their 1981 State and federal returns for the charitable use of

their automobiles. With a need for greater emphasis on volunteerism for the

delivery of public services, it is important to recognize that there are very

real costs to volunteers that ought to be addressed'through the mileage deduc-

tion. Transportation costs have esca1ated enormously since 1973 and have been

one of the major contributors to the inflation that has caused many families to

seek additional sources of income (and, incidentally, decreased the pool of

nonworking spouses available for volunteer work). Where the use orthercar in

volunteer work is not a major expense, the deduction will have little meaning;

where its use is absolutely .essential, as in rural areas, the deduction would be

an important tool for facilitating volunteer involvement by individuals who face

significant transportation costs. Pegging the volunteer mileage deduction to the

business use deduction would provide a measure of equity and it would declare

that New York State now takes volunteerism seriously as a means of overcoming

federal budget cuts and expanding or enriching the delivery of State and local

services.
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EXTENDING THE DEDUCTION FOR CHARITABLE CONTRIBUTIONS

Senator Roy 'GOodman's bill' (S. 2455-A/A. 3181-A) would permit New York

State income tax payers who have taken. the State standard deduction to 'modify

their federally adjusted gross income for the purpose of calculating the State

income tax by the amount of federally allowed eligible charitable contributions'.

This would permit taxpayers who take the standard deduction,to take credit fmr,

their charitable contributions, thereby seeking to stimulate even greater

charitable giving by those individuals. Its initial cost is likely to fall into

the $5 to $8 million'range based upon a comparison of initial versus ,maxiMum

potential costs similar to that estimated for the PiSeni, income tax deduction.

legrslation. The'Goodman bill receiyed Senate,passage in 1981 and 1982 and had

previously been passed as S. 9124-A. in 1980 Its adoption would bring the State

into,conformance with the new federal provisi r aseparate deductibility.

The Goodman bill's potential benefits for the nonprofit sector were

analyzed by Dr.' Ralph L. Nelson of the city 'University of New 'York's 'Queens

College in a June, 1981 study done'for a New York City coalition .of voluntary

sector organizations (5). Some of the conclusions contained in his report are

outlined below.'

Through the 1970's the tax 'incentive to make charitable contri-
butions was markedly diminished in New York State. This re-
flected a Series of frequent and sharp increases in the standard
deductions in both the New York State and Federal income taxes:
The resultIng after-tax cost of contributions was substantial
and widespread in'its effect.

A number of econometric studies have shown that the taxpayers
most affected by the standard deduction have shown a high degree
of responsiveness to the tax deductibility of contributions.
When choosing to deduct contributions, such lower and middle
income families have shown differences in giving which are
greater than the differences in the after-tax cost of giving
that deductibility afforded.

The high responsiveness of low and middle income taxpayers to
the tax deductibility of giving means that the benefits result-
ing from the enactment of a separate contributions deduction
will exceed the cost. This means that the increase in the
private Support of philanthropic agencies will be'greater than
the increase in the cost to New York State An the form of
reduced personal income tax reveques. It is estimated that
separate deductibility (at 1977 qevels) would have produced an
increase of $88 million in contributions at a cost to New York
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State of, $54 million in tax revenues. The benefit would have

been 13 percent of the cost.

The estimated reduction in New York State personal income tax
revenues for 1977 of $54 million wouldquive been 1.24 percent of

total 1977 revenues from this tax of $4.36 billion., At this
cost, the State would haVe induced ,the private expenditure -of

$88 million on philanthropic activities, many of which it would

have had to support in the absence of the_increase in private
support.

The younger taxpayers of New York State have been especially
affected by the elimination of the tax incentive to give as
hundreds of thousands of such individuals are in the lower and
middle income ranges. A very powerful association between the
age of a person and giving level exists, and the association is

much more pronounced for itemizers than non-itemizers. Thus,

the'removal of the tax incentive in the crucial years of'early
adulthood will determine the aggregate levels of giving over the--
lifetimes of people, withlajor consequences for personal giving
over the next generation (6).

These Conclusions are based upon detailed examinations of New York State income

tax statistics and calculations of the prite elasticity of giving. They make a

strong case for adoption of a plan, such as that embodied in S. 2455-A, that

would encourage greater charitable giving by enablimga significant number of.new

taxpayers to deduct their donations from their taxable income.

Even with the 1981 enactment of the 'federal deduciion, a California

study done by the Field Research Corporation shows that charitable giving would

be stimulated by both a State and federal deduction (7). In a survey it took as

part, of its study, the Field Co6oration discovered that 17.5 percent of

California taxpayers who took their state's standard deduction would' increase

their giving in response to the availability of both state and federal mon-

Atemized deductions for charitable contributions (8). In referring to'the Field,

survey and to his own analysis of New York State tax data, Nelson believed:

The finding suggests that the opportunity to itemize; regardless
of the magnitude of the tax savings, may itself be important as an
inducement to give, This could be expected to apply to the

behavior of taxpayers in New York State as well as in California.
The amount of the increase in giving, of course, would probably be

greater under combined Federal and New York State deductibility
sinte the greater combined effective tax rate would mean a lower

net after-tax-cost or 'price' of giving.

The fact that almost as high a percentage-of California taxpayers
said that they would increase their giving, under state-only
separate deductibility is corrobor ted by the response of New York

1
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State taxpayers observed through the 1970's. As shown above, the
changes in standard deductions under the Federal and New York
State income taxes differed as to timing and amount, and these
differences were reflected in different itemization practice under
the Federal and State taxes (9).

Nelson's study therefore argues in kavor of the enactment of a'separate New York

State deductibility even though the federal government has acted upon one of its

own already.

Nelson's cost analysis that projected a $54 million loss in tax reve-

nues in 1977 in return for an $88 million increase in charitable contributions is

supported by the samd type of analysis as that performed for S. .8094-K. The Task

Force on Critical 'Problem's approach to the cost of the Goodman bill estimates

the maximum cost based upon the assumption that those now not itemizing on the

long form would take advantage of the separate deductibility at the'same rate as

those now itemizing because they, too, would eventually be motivated to make

charitable contiibutions due to fhe extension of the tax benefit. Using State

Department :of Taxation and Finance data to calculate the'tax revenue loas in

Table 20, a maximum potential cost of $48.8 million is obtained. Becatise data on

charitable contributions was available only for long-form filers, the total falls

a little short of Nelson's estimate of $54 million; inclusion of short-form

users, who are found under the $20,000 income level, would,raise the total'to

about the same, as Nelson's. The major difference between the two sets of cal-

culations centers upon the income level,at which most of the tax break would,be

effective. Nelson believea that the greatest breaks 0ould go to those taxpayers

in the $4,000 to $20,000 income range; data on existing behavior shows that the

greatest breaks would go* to those grosaing more than $20,000 due.to the effective

tax rate's progressively higher bite at upper income levels and the ability of

those taxpayers to make larger contributions. Part of this difference, though,

derives from the assumptions behind the, two sets of calcUlationn. Nelson'z

analysis attempts to predict tehavior based upon the price elasticity of con-

tributing and the source of the new contributions that the legislation would

lmnerate. The Task Force estimated the cost of the benefit based upon existing

behavior. They are therefore not in actual conflict, but rather measure approxi-

mately the 3ame results from a different vantage point.

Data from the DeparTment of Taxation and Finance supports the conten-

tion that the graatest gains will probably come from taxpayers with middle

incomes if S. 2455-A were adopted. Those who already are able to itemize
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TabIe '20

Eatimated Maximum Cost of S. 2455-A
(Based on 1980 NYS Tax Returns) (10)

COLUMN 1

income Group

Undr 64,000
I4,000-$0:999
7,000-59,999
10,000-$14,909
15,000-$19,999

$20,000 and,up

Income Croup ,

Under $4,000
$4,000-86.999

170-59,999

15,000..819499
10,000414,999

0,000 and up

COLUMN 2

Number of
Texpayer.s
Itemizing

205.043
.242.097
304.777.
595.609
593.210

1.609.524

COLUMN 3

Number of
Contributors
Itemizing

.10.422
62.546
145.502
418.6)1
515.834

1.552.437

COLUMN 4

% of
Itemizers
Claiming Total '

Contributions (000)
%

5.08
25.84 13.848
47.74 48.686
70.28 156.001
86.96, 232,602
96.45 1.765.017

COLUMN 5

Amount Claimed \

Per
Contribut r

$ /4.343,
221.41
334.61
372.68
450.92

.1.136.93

COLUMN 6 COLUMN 7 COLUMN 8 COLUMN 9 COLUMN 10 COLUMN 11

"s----- Estimated
Number of Estimated I Amount of
Taxpayers Number of ontributions Effec- Benefit
:Faking Contributors at Per Con- ' tive Per
Standard (at Itemizer butor Rate Tax Qualifying
Deduction Rates) . for Itemizers) Rate Taxpayer

179.001 9.093 S 676 .012

415.694 107.415 23,783 .018

452.423. 215.843 /2,223 .025

519.576 407.326 151.802 .035
371.755 323.278 145.772 .045
411.209 396.611 450.918 .077

alculated
Cost

Ektimated,-
Amount x
Effective
Tax Aate)

$ 0.89 $ 8,112
3.99 428.094
8.36

5.313,M13.04
20.29 6 559.740
87.54 4 2

MAXIMUM TOTAL COST $48. 35.277

at the lower income levels (under $7,000 annual income) show a much lower il-

'

clination to claim credit for charitable contri

lb

utions than those at higher

levels ($15,000 and above). Such individuals al o have less capacity to make

donations, as much of their income must be devoted to the essentials of food
. ,

clothing and shelter. Nonetheless, the two analyses are in agreement that there

will be a very strong probability for increased contributions if the legislation

is enacted. It would likely be several.years before promotional and publicity

efforts would generate the level of contributions that would raise the legis-

lation's cost to anywhere near the potential maximum figure, in essence phasing

in its impact on State income tax revenues.

PUBLICIZING EXISTING BENEFITS FOR VOLUNTEERS

Finally, there needs to be a more coordinated 'effort made to"stimulate

volunteerism in the Empire State through publicizing the benefits available to

New YOrkers who volunteer and any benefits. that the State might enact in,t
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future. Foremost ,among these is'the ability of State and local job seekers to

claim work experience for volunteer Work when applying for a Civil Service
4 ,

position. As noted in the preceding chapter, the State Department of Civil

Service recognizes relevant experienCe when reviewing applications for employment

or examination. That benefit can be a powerful tool in recruiting volunteers if

properly promoted. GovernMent and voluntary sector agencies hoping to recruit

more volunteers are the ones who'ought to be in the forefront of that effort as

they are the ones who will reap the gains. The 1982 job market, with unemploy-

ment varying between 8 and 9 'percent during the first quarter, is very competi-

tive to the detriment of the job seeker. Untrained, inexperienced job applicants

are likely to have greater difficulty obtaining employment than those with some

training and experience. While volunteer work does not provide income, it can,

through its training and experience, provide a competitive edge in the job

market. This benefit to volunteering has considerable'potential for recruiting

two segments of the ,popUlation that have time available for volunteer work:

students and nonworking spouses. Most students will, of course, eventually enter

the job market; volunteer work offers them an opportunity to develo0,employable

job skills while still in high echool or college. Nonworking spouses can volun-

teer as they have time available, such as when children are, in school, to build

up their skills and resumes for future employ ment. Other benefits obtained from

volunteering, including the Satisfaction that comes from aiding others, should

not be overlooked in promoting 'volunteerism, but the training and experience

potential of-volunteer work needs greater emphasis. To achieve its maximum

effectiveness, though, this proposal will require that agencies utilizing volun-

teers professionarize their ,use of volunteer workers by providing the job des-

criptions, training, supervision and work evaluation that' Will result in in-

crehsed employability among the volunteers used.

The GellUp survey indicated that one tenth of all adult volunteers and

one fifth of teenage volunteers were, at least in part, motivated to do volun-

teer work due to the job experience it would provide (11). To take greater

advantage of.this tendency to volunteer for employment experience, both volunteer

agencies and the State need to emphasize this potential benefit of volunteering.

Local VACs, charitable organizations and State and local government agencies that

make use of volunteers will need to include emphasis on the job-experience

benefits in their recruitment campaigns. Simultaneously, they must structure

their volunteer work assignments, if they have not already done so, to make them

more effective as relevant experiences for future employment. ..Doing.so would
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involve the development of brief job.descriptions and the provision, upon re-

.

quest, )11.rf. performance evaluations and recommendations to prospective emproyers.

Since.the competition for volunteer workers is heating up as the need fidr ad-

A

ditional family income 'increases, volunteer agencies must, adjust to the new

trends in the, use of ,volunteers and offer the training, experience and other

employment-related benefits that will attract volunteers to -their operations.

New York State,needs to recognize this shift in the nature of volunteerism by

making information about employment opportunities aVailajole to public and volun-

teer-sector agencies. If such agencies fail in their attempts to meet public

needs through the use of volunteers, public pressure cOuld mount to change the

emphasis in public services to Make up for the shortfall, thereby changing.the

roles, funding and perhaps even the organization of existing State agencies.

Ii
PROMOTING VOLUNTEERISM IN NEW YORK STATE

Enactment of all but this last of the five proposals will carry a

direct cost to New York State, either in terms of lost income tax revenue or

increased expenditures. The. proposals providing a deduction for volunteer

service, an increased deducCion for mileage expenses, the nonitemized deduction

for charitable contributions and the creation of a State Office for Voluntary.

Citizen Participation essentially seek to promote a public benefit bY stimulating

greater volUnteerism in the Empire State. These efforts, _though, can yield a

strong return that-far exceeds their cost. Such gains 'can be obtained if a

coordinated effort 4s made to promote voluntee m through a State office that

works with State and-local agencies and ihe voluntary sector to make potential

volunteers aware of the benefits open to them and to stimulate greater efforts

from those already active in the voluntary sector. By attempting to promote a

particular public benefit--specifically the preservation and strengthening of

State and local human services through*the greater and more effective use of

volunteers--the five proposals put forward in this report are clearly based upon

the philosophy that government should encourage desirable actions on the part of

its Citizenry.' This is not, though, a departure 'from current practice because

the Empire State has'already successfully begun to reverse its economic eclipse

through tax breaks and other State actions designed to promote greater business

competitiveness and expansion. Promotion of volunteerism will actually be

another advance on the path to ecOnomic r.ecovery for New York because it will

enable the State and its communities to preserve those services that enhance the
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quality of life in the Empire stat without raising the- taxes which, until
. *

recently, have hampered the State's ec nomy. The $2.2 billion .direct cost in

lost services to New Yorkers-Weiat J982 federal cuts alone is nearly equal

to the just over $2.3 billionin pe onal and business tax reductions enacted by

the State ftom 1977 through 1961. Any attempt to offset the federeljbudget cuts
i . .

on a dollar-for-dollar basia by State tax increases would thereforeeliminatethe

considerable gains achieved in restoring New York's economic Competitiveness.

( - The three tax benefits for volunteers supported by this report signify

the impOrtance of reachin& out to present .and potential volunteers directly.

_When> it. was attempting to escape its recent economic eclipse, New York State

enacted tax breaks that teached out to a wide rangeof business firms and dealt

with widespread concerns. The study on the job generation process conducted by

David L. Birth of M.I.T: demonstrated that small firms were the backbone of
_

employment growth nationally. Policies, affecting tile vast number of small
-,

businesses in New Yotk were thus clearly needed to stimulate theState's economic
_

revival, but incentives requiring special qualifications and, considerable paper-

work would not reach the proprietors of small businesses who lacked the expertise

or manpower to seek them. Broad textbreaks were therefore the answer, and their
*

implementatjon has helped the Empire State regain its economic competitivetress..

A parallel to that genesis of New York's economic revival can be drawn
b *

for the voluntary sector. While the State could legitimately aid specgic

agencies or type& of agencies, the best way to achieve the maximum impact state-
*

wide ii to reach New York's 'Volunteers' and potential volunteers directly. Tax'

benefits can serve that purpose, stimulating additional volunteerism to aid in

the effort to preserve endangered human services. A unified promotional campaign

conducted by a newly created State Office of Voluntary Citizen Participation "in

conjunction with State, local government and voluntary sector agencies could put

those benefits. to work to New York's best advantage. A State volunteer office

could go on to make valuable contributions to the use of volunteers acr s the

Empire State by arranging training pfograms for other agencies, maintain ng a

resources data bank, and providing the other types Of services that,SOVCPs save

rendered inthe other states that have them.

The combination of these taX benefits, the creation of a SOVCP for New

York and the publicizing of existing benefits for volunteers--such AS the.Civil

Service credit for relevant"volunteer experience--offer a creative, alternative

strategy for offsetting the federal budgeticuts. Increased volunteeiism should

not be expected to solve all of the problems created by the federal cuts; as some
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reductiOns, _,for example, fall in areas not viable for significant volunteer

involreirent, but it can be 'a majoi Lxrponent of the plan for coping with the new

realities. The .elimination of; duplicated services and a search for
J.

greater efficiency çd cost effectiveness should not be overlooked. It should
, -

also be remembered thatfn6t all cuts are in funds designated for State, local

government or vo1wit4y sector agencies. Some, cuts, will undoubtedly affect

federal payroll's whill others will reduce direct federal benefits to New Yorkerar

New
,
r1 esources therefore need to be developed'even if cuts to agkies in the

State were somehow miraculously.replaced at no cost to New York. Increasing the

State's tax levy is not the answer beCause doing so would return the Empire State

to the downward

to provide the

'their support.

4

4111.6.Alb

economic spiral-that would ultimately affect government's ability

public services that are dependent upon a healthy- economy_ for

That leaves New York asking, "Are therg any volunteers?1

s
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